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Volume Editors Preface
John H. Blitz and Grace E. Riehm

In 1939-1940, archaeologists from
the Alabama Museum of Natural History
and local laborers employed by the Works
Progress Administration excavated several
shell middens on the Alabama Gulf Coast.
The work was both a research project and
a relief effort for workers impoverished
by the Great Depression. Andrews Place
was the largest of these excavations. Although the recovered materials, numbering 115,000 objects, were processed and
accessioned into the museum’s collections,
no site report was written. Twenty years
later, Steve Wimberly, who had been an
archaeological laboratory supervisor for
the coastal projects, included a two-page
overview of the work at Andrews Place
along with a table listing a sample of the
pottery as part of his 1960 monograph on
the Depression-era work in Mobile and
Clarke counties (Wimberly 1960). It would
not be until 2005 that the site received a
more in-depth study, with Jason Gardner’s
unpublished M.A. thesis analysis of a pottery sample in stratigraphic sequence, a
version of which is included in this report.
Artifacts other than pottery, however, had
received little or no attention.
Despite the lack of published information, archaeologists working in the region have long been intrigued by the site
because the occupation seemed to span
the important cultural transition from the

Late Woodland to Early Mississippian periods and in the less-well studied setting of
a coastal environment. There appeared to
be two major components: an occupation
by people practicing the indigenous Late
Woodland paddle-stamped pottery tradition, and a second occupation by peoples
producing a radically different pottery, a
Mississippian pottery tradition known as
Pensacola. The Pensacola pottery assemblage at Andrews Place had the shell-tempered, handled Mississippian jars known
as Moundville Incised and Mississippi
Plain, derived from more northern populations where it appears at an earlier date,
plus a regionally unique style−the Pensacola pottery series−clearly influenced by
the Mississippian pottery traditions. The
stratigraphic overlap of Late Woodland
and Pensacola Mississippian pottery at
Andrews Place represents the kind of culture-historical puzzle that has so often engaged archaeologists. Do the Late Woodland and Mississippian Pensacola pottery
assemblages represent two chronologically
distinct, sequential occupations, with the
stratigraphic overlap of Late Woodland
and Mississippian pottery types a case of
later mixing by disturbance? Was this a
case of one population replacing another? Did local Woodland pottery-making
populations and Mississippian newcomers
co-exist in their use of the site for a period
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of time? Or is this a case of local populations slowly relinquishing their traditional
pottery-making and adopting new vessel
shapes, production techniques, and decorative styles through interactions with interior populations, and thus initiating a regional, coastal version of the Mississippian
cultural development?
Each spring semester at the University
of Alabama, Blitz teaches ANT 466 Laboratory Methods in Archaeology, an upper-level undergraduate course. In spring
2016, assisted by graduate student Grace
Riehm, the students in the class, working
individually or in pairs, were assigned
the task of analyzing different classes
of artifacts and ecofacts in the Andrews
Place collection (UA Museum accession
1940.007) to produce an archaeological
report. Doctoral student Lynn Funkhouser
tutored the students in faunal analysis and
doctoral student Erik Porth took many of
the artifact photographs. We contacted Jason Gardner (Gulf South Past Recovery)
and Marie Danforth (University of Southern Mississippi), both of whom contributed
previously unpublished studies of Andrews
Place. The result of this happy collabora-

tion is that the Andrews Place site finally
has a comprehensive report, three-quarters
of a century after it was excavated. While
the limitations of Depression-era excavation methods, missing records, and the
time, resources and expertise available to
us restricts what we can present here, Andrews Place can now be seen as one of the
most important—and the most extensively
excavated—precolumbian archaeological
sites on the Alabama coast.
We thank Ian W. Brown for making
the resources of the UA Museums Gulf
Coast Survey available, Ashley Dumas
(University of West Alabama) for her insightful comments on certain aspects of
the research, Keith Jacobi (University of
Alabama), Susan L. Scott (University of
Southern Mississippi), and Derek Anderson (Cobb Institute of Archaeology) for
their assistance in identifying or making
available specific osteological specimens,
William R. Allen (UA Museums) for arranging access to the site collections, and
editor Keith Little (Tennessee Valley Archaeological Research) for dedicating a
Journal of Alabama Archaeology volume
to the report.
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1. Introduction to the Andrews Place Site (1MB1)
Jason A. Gardner and Clare E. Farrow
Environmental Setting

Site Description

The Andrews Place site (1MB1) is
one of the largest shell-bearing sites on
the north-central coast of the Gulf of Mexico (Figure 1). Located in coastal Mobile
County, Alabama, the site was established
adjacent to an extensive and still-active
oyster reef at the confluence of Coden
Bayou and Portersville Bay, on the bayou’s eastern shore. Portersville Bay is a
small embayment of Mississippi Sound.
Mississippi Sound is a shallow body of the
Gulf of Mexico that lies between a series
of barrier islands and the coastal strand
and extends west of Mobile Bay into coastal Mississippi. The Andrews Place site is
situated in the Coastal Meadows physiographic zone, dominated by a poorly
drained savannah-like flatwoods. The local
soil associations are Axis-LaFitte-Pamlico, Dorovan-Johnston-Levy, and TroupHeidel-Bama (O’Keefe 2013). Diverse
habitats in the immediate area of potential importance to the ancient inhabitants
include bays and bayous, freshwater and
coastal wetlands, maritime forests, oak
hammocks, oyster reefs, pine flatwoods,
riparian buffers, riverine corridors, salt
marshes and intertidal flats, salt pans, submerged seagrass beds, swamps, and wet
pine savannah (O’Keefe 2013).

Andrews Place is a very large shell midden, originally covering approximately 6.5
hectares and extending 400 meters east to
west by 100 meters north to south, with the
long axis paralleling Portersville Bay (Figure 2). Bayou Coquilles creates the eastern
boundary for the site, and Henry Johnson
Road now forms the northern boundary
of the site. However, historic maps and a
recent cultural resources survey (Gardner
2014) demonstrate that the site continues
north along the eastern shore of Coden
Bayou for approximately 500 meters. It is
not clear if the site was established on a
scrub oak hammock that eventually grew
larger as a result of shell accumulation, or
if the midden was established in a marsh
on the shore of the bay and bayous, and as
it increased in elevation became a natural
locus for additional settlement. If the environment at the mouth of most local coastal
bayous and the patterned distribution of
other sites on Portersville Bay is any clue,
there may have been a wide salt mash on
either side of Coden Bayou that would
have eventually terminated at an oak hammock. Recent shovel testing of the site
(Stowe et al. 2005) produced evidence of
geukensia clam at the base of the midden,
which is a mussel species typically found
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Figure 1. Map of southern Alabama indicating location of 1MB1 site.
in a salt marsh. Additionally the WPA-era
plane table map depicts a large marsh on
either side of the site, which is not extant
today.
Although well known to local residents
and archaeologists, the site has been poorly documented. The site is marked on early
plat maps (Figure 3). One of the earliest
references to the site was published in the
August 11, 1859 Mobile Tribune and described by Major W.T. Walthall as “a large

shell-heap at the south end of the county on
the north side of Bayou Coq d’Inde, near
its mouth, a few miles from Bayou La Batre” (cited in Putnam 1887:186-189). Peter Hamilton (1910:108) noted “the shell
banks about Mobile, particularly those…
at Portersville, contain ducks and animals
and human heads, moulded [sic] in clay
and burned, often of artistic value. These
banks are in layers, showing periodic, not
continuous use, and contain human bones

Figure 2. Andrews Place site map with excavation blocks, redrawn from 1940 plane table map.
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Figure 3. 1841 plat map indicating “shell bank” at the mouth of
Coden Bayou (courtesy of Portersville Revival Group).
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Figure 4. Frank Andrews home (source Holt 2003, original 1909).
and simple crockery. They may possibly
point to an earlier race than the red Indians.”
In 1905, the Philadelphia antiquarian
Clarence B. Moore explored Portersville
Bay. He chose not to excavate any of the
large shell mounds in this locale during his
visit, choosing instead to investigate four
earthen mounds along the bayou, three on
the west side and one on the east. These
mounds were most likely dug away by
Moore, and their locations have not been
rediscovered. All the mounds were a disappointment to him since they only produced
a few sherds (Sheldon 2001).
Also in the early twentieth century, the
founder of the Alabama Department of Archives and History, Dr. Thomas M. Owen,
visited Andrews Place (Owen 1922).
Owen concluded that the Andrews Place
site was less than 500 years old, was occupied continuously, and had been created
by local prehistoric Indians, and not some
lost race. Owen reported that the owner of
the site was Frank Andrews, a member of
the Mobile County Board of Revenue and
Road Commissioners who had a home on

the site until it was destroyed by the 1906
hurricane (Figure 4). The home was not
rebuilt and the site was sporadically occupied by fishing camps until recently.
The site was abandoned until 1919,
when the Universal Crushed Shell Company “set up a crusher here to manufacture
a commercial shell compound” (Christianson 2005; DeJarnette 1940a). The operation described a shell midden between
10 and 15 feet high. During the two and a
half years the crusher was in use, numerous pottery effigy adornos, whole vessels,
and 10 burials were uncovered (DeJarnette
1940a). In 1921, the operation was ended,
since most of the “good” shell had been
exhausted (DeJarnette 1940a). In 1933,
Mobile County began removing shell to
construct a sea wall and roads throughout
the county. Additional pottery effigies and
six burials were observed during these activities.
Dr. Walter B. Jones of the Alabama
Museum of Natural History made many
visits to the Alabama coast in the 1930s,
often accompanied by young archaeologist
David DeJarnette. Together, they located
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and began assigning official state site numbers to the sites (primarily shell middens)
they encountered while duck hunting.
Consequently, the earliest site numbers
recorded for Mobile County are all along
Portersville Bay and its bayous, with Andrews Place assigned 1MB1. Jones noted
on the site form that the site’s feasibility
for excavation was doubtful, since it was
“badly mutilated by shell removal for road
construction.” Despite this assessment, the
Alabama Museum of Natural History returned to the site in late 1939 to conduct
excavations under the auspices of the
Works Progress Administration (WPA).
Depression-Era Excavation
In the midst of the Great Depression,
the WPA was formed to provide employment for large numbers of people who
had been affected by the economic collapse. Many archaeological sites across the
Southeast were excavated during this time
with the large numbers of available laborers (Lyon 1996). In coastal Alabama, ten
sites originally recorded by Jones in Mobile County were partially excavated under
the supervision of personnel from the Alabama Museum of Natural History during
the late 1930s and early 1940s. These included 1MB1 (Gardner 2005a,b; Wimberly 1960), and sites 1MB5, 1MB7, 1MB8,
1MB9, 1MB10, 1MB11, 1MB12, 1MB13,
and 1MB14 (Wimberly 1960). Among the
reasons for choosing 1MB1 may have been
the site’s size, which would have provided employment opportunities to a large
number of WPA workers. At Andrews
Place, the investigations were supervised
by Theodore (Ted) Johansen, Carl F. Miller, and Harry Tourtelot, personnel from
the Alabama Museum of Natural History
(AMNH) who also led the investigations

at the other Mobile County sites. These supervisors had gained experience working
on large shell-bearing sites in the Pickwick
and Wheeler basins in the Tennessee River
valley before beginning the coastal work
(e.g., Webb and DeJarnette 1942). Several short progress reports were submitted
as the work took place (DeJarnette 1940a,
1940b, 1940c, 1941).
Excavation Methods and Results
Based on the brief summary reports
prepared by David DeJarnette as the work
progressed, Steve Wimberly’s brief 1960
summary, and photographs of the site taken by Ted Johansen as the excavation progressed, a variety of methods were used
to excavate the site. The plane table map
of the excavations shows 14 excavation
blocks lettered A-N (Figure 2). The blocks
were rectangular-to-square excavation
units; some were roughly oriented to grid
north and some were oriented to magnetic north, with Block G not oriented to the
grid at all. Once the blocks were laid out,
they were isolated by digging trenches on
all four sides, a method of the time with
the intent that “the midden between these
trenches would be cut into a block which
could be completely surrounded and the
profiles read on four faces” (Webb and DeJarnette 1942:95).
Blocks were gridded into five-foot
squares and excavated in levels designated as “cuts” of different depths including
three, four, six, and eight inches. Based on
the available records on file with the collection, it appears that artifacts from the
exploratory trenches were bagged as one
vertical provenience. Within the blocks,
the various levels (cuts) were bagged separately, and a Field Specimen log was kept
of finds deemed unique or in situ. It ap-
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pears that most artifacts in the collection
were labeled and cataloged and these numbers recorded in a log unique to the site. As
was typical of the time, the deposits were
not screened.
Fieldwork commenced on December
20, 1939, and several test pits were excavated to determine the site’s stratigraphy
(DeJarnette 1940a). These test pits do not
appear on the plane table map, but they
may have become the formal blocks once
the work was underway. The test pits indicated the site’s depth was, on average, 2.5
ft thick. Block A, a 75-x-75 ft block laid out
near the center of the site (Figure 5), was
removed in three eight-inch levels. The total number of sherds recovered from Block
A was 24,579; the majority was sand-tempered, check-stamped sherds. The remaining sherds were shell-tempered, including
well-made effigy adornos, which DeJarnette (1940a) noted were mostly “cookie-cutter” duck heads.
The size of the crew or how long was
spent on the opening of Block A was not
documented, but the next “quarter” of
work, in 1940, consisted of 35 workers,
one foreman, and Ted Johansen as field supervisor (DeJarnette 1940b). This second
quarter of work focused on excavating five
additional blocks, lettered B-F in six-inch
levels. Block B measured 30-x-50 ft (Figure 6) and Blocks C (Figure 7), D (Figure
8), and F were 20-x-20 ft squares. The deposit at Block E was the deepest at the site,
where it was 8 ft thick and 35 ft across,
contained around a large oak (Figures 910). At the request of the landowner, only
a portion of Block E was excavated to
preserve the tree. The material recovered
in these blocks contained 4,000 animal
bones, several varieties of bone tools, “an
unusual number of pottery discoidals,” and
85,634 potsherds (DeJarnette 1940b). Six

poorly preserved burials were uncovered,
as well as numerous effigy adornos, especially in Block F. Blocks lettered G-J were
30-x-30 ft and removed in three-inch levels. The material recovered in these blocks
included 3 more burials, 753 animal bones,
and 24,114 potsherds. Additionally, it was
noted that 17 deer-bone points were found,
which DeJarnette suggested were used in
the manner of a “gig” used by contemporary local fisherrmen. More effigy adornos
were found, interpreted as human, turkey,
duck, owl, and dog heads (DeJarnette
1940c). The final summary report prepared
by DeJarnette in December of 1941 briefly
noted that additional blocks were excavated, K-N, but no specifics on the number or
kinds of artifacts were given. Presumably
several thousand more sherds were found
(at least 5,388 from Block K, which is the
only pottery from the site tabulated in the
later report by Wimberly 1960:Table 9), as
well as effigy adornos, animal bones, and
stone and bone points. [Volume Editor’s
Note: There are some descrepancies in the
dimensions of Blocks G-N as stated in the
progress reports and the block dimensions
as scaled in the plane table map in Figure 2
that we can not resolve with the available
documents].
The stratification at the site is documented by profile drawings for some, but
not all, excavation blocks. The only profiles that can now be found are of Blocks J,
K, L, M, and N. From these profiles, photos, and the cursory written descriptions
we know that the midden was composed
of oyster shell, bone, and earth strata separated by sand layers apparently deposited
by storm surges; perhaps these sand layers
are the source of comments by Peter Hamilton that the site occupation was not “continuous.” Wimberly (1960:38) noted that
the entire deposit rested on “clean beach
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Figure 5. Fifty-foot profile of Block A, February 14, 1940. Photo by Ted
Johansen (courtesy of University of Alabama Museums).

Figure 6. Block B isolated and ready to be removed by six-inch levels,
March 16, 1940. Photo by Ted Johansen (courtesy of University of Alabama Museums).
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Figure 7. Block C isolated and ready for excavation, April 4, 1940. Photo
by Ted Johansen (courtesy of University of Alabama Museums).

Figure 8. Block D isolated and ready for excavation, April 22, 1940. Photo by Ted Johansen (courtesy of University of Alabama Museums).
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Figure 9. Block E isolated and stepped preparatory to excavation by sixinch levels, May 15, 1940. Photo by Ted Johansen (courtesy of University
of Alabama Museums).

Figure 10. Southern profile of Block E, June 4, 1940. Photo by Ted
Johansen (courtesy of University of Alabama Museums).
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sand” except in the central portion of the
site where there was “an elongated layer of
grey muck representing the bed of an old
bayou.” The only confirmed features found
at the site are the aforementioned six burials found in the Blocks A-F region and the
three burials found in the Blocks G-J operations. No subsurface features were found
(or recorded) beneath the midden, which if
present should have been very visible in the
sand matrix, but several photos show concentrations of dark soil within the site that
may represent pits or roasting areas. In the
grey muck beneath Block B, the excavators discovered the articulated remains of
two alligators (Wimberly 1960:38). There
is no additional record about this find, so it
is unclear if the alligators represent a cultural feature or merely died there.
Despite the damage from shell mining, many of the excavation blocks at
Andrews Place appear to retain their original stratification. The WPA-era profile
photographs and the block profiles depict
seemingly intact and extensive horizontal
layers of shell, charcoal, ash, and artifact
concentrations. Finally, the counts and
percentages of ceramic type-varieties by
cut in the blocks, discussed in detail later
in this report, show changing frequencies
consistent with an undisturbed stratigraphic sequence; the older sand-tempered and
grog-tempered Late Woodland ceramics

dominate the lower levels of the blocks,
and gradually give away to a majority of
Mississippian shell-tempered types in the
upper levels. Taken together, these lines of
evidence strongly suggest that a relative
ceramic chronology can be constructed
from selected blocks and used to make reasonable inferences about change over time
at the site.
Andrews Place Reconsidered
In 1960, the AMNH published Wimberly’s summary report of the Depression-era excavations in southern Alabama,
with two or three pages devoted to the
excavations at each site, and most of the
volume devoted to a more detailed analysis of a sample of the recovered pottery
and lithics. Wimberly’s report remains the
only published source for most of these
sites. Andrews Place (1MB1) was by far
the largest of the excavations the AMNH
conducted, and the result is an enormous
collection of potsherds, lithics, bone and
shell tools, and vertebrate faunal remains.
Our knowledge of the late prehistory of the
Mobile Bay region has greatly expanded
since 1960, but much remains unknown
and under-reported. The next section places the Andrews Place site in the larger culture-historical context of the Mobile Bay
region.
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2. Andrews Place in Culture-Historical Context
Jason A. Gardner
The Late Woodland period across
much of the U.S. Southeast was a time of
tremendous cultural change (Anderson and
Sassaman 2012). In many areas, the intensification of maize cultivation that began
in Late Woodland formed the economic
basis to transform tribal, largely egalitarian, “Big Man” societies into more socially, economically, and politically complex
populations organized as chiefdoms or territorial polities in the subsequent Mississippian period (Steponaitis 1986:383-387).
Researchers in the Mobile Bay region have recognized two archaeological
phases in the Late Woodland period (Table 1). These are the early Late Woodland
Tates Hammock phase (A.D. 600-850) and
the later Coden phase (A.D. 850-1100)
(Dumas 2008, 2009; Fuller 1998). Very little excavated botanical evidence exists for
these phases (see Morgan 2003 for an exception), but abundant maize remains are
found at later Mississippian sites (Gremillion 1993; Scarry 2000, 2003). While this
evidence suggests that a similar pattern of
increased maize production occurred in
this region, coastal marine resources were
immensely important, as evidenced by the
abundant shell accumulations and accompanying faunal remains (e.g., Curren 1976;
Morgan 2003; Quitmyer 2003). There is
little doubt that, in addition to maize cultivation, the diverse marine fauna provided

the impetus needed for the emergence of
increased social complexity which began
taking place during the Early Mississippi
period.
It appears that cultural change on the
north-central Gulf Coast and Andrews
Place in particular was also buoyed by a
great deal of outside influence, primarily
from the interior of west-central Alabama
to the north, but also from the Lower Mississippi Valley to the west, and the northwest coast of Florida to the east, at least
materially. The culmination of these outside influences, in addition to the processes taking place in situ, culminated in what
archaeologists have termed as the Pensacola variant of the Mississippian tradition
(Stowe 1985), a unique regional archaeological culture. As is common in much
of Southeastern archaeology, the regional
cultural chronology is defined by ceramic
phases, spans of time marked by the first
appearance of distinctive pottery styles.
Late Woodland Ceramic Phases
Walthall (1980:171-172) initially defined the Tates Hammock phase (A.D.
600-850), based largely on the WPA-excavated pottery from Andrews Place, as the
Late Woodland material culture of the Alabama coastal zone. Later, Fuller (1998:1617) refined the phase definition: “Weeden
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Table 1. Regional Cultural Chronology.
Period

Culture/Variant

Phase

Protohistoric

Bear Point

AD 1550-1650

Late Mississippi

Pensacola

Bottle Creek II

AD 1400-1550

Bottle Creek I

AD 1250-1400

Mid. Mississippi
Early Mississippi

Moundville

LMV

Date

Andrews Place

AD 1100-1250

Terminal Woodland

Wakulla/Coles
Creek/Weeden Island II

Coden

AD 850-1100

Late Woodland

Weeden Island I

Tates Hammock

AD 600/650-850

Island and coastal Coles Creek decorative
styles and vessel shapes define the Tates
Hammock phase. Motifs center on rectilinear incision, linear punctation, and
curvilinear zoning. Emphasis on rectilinear neck decoration…is a hallmark of the
Tates Hammock phase.” Low percentages
of check-stamped pottery occur late in the
phase, while the percentages of incised and
punctated types remain high through much
of the phase (Fuller 1998:16-17).
The Tates Hammock phase is related materially to the larger Weeden Island
cultural sphere, and in fact represents the
westernmost extent of it (Milanich 1994,
2002). The settlement-subsistence patterns
probably mirror those of northwest Florida, with coastal shell middens representing
specialized economic activities, as well as
more diverse village settlements. Milanich
(2002:359) also noted that “mounds, especially burial mounds are a component…. of
the early Weeden Island culture.” Several
Tates Hammock phase sites in the vicinity
of Andrews Place probably shared a communal mound, either the Powell mound
(1MB9) approximately 2 km to the west,
the Salt Marsh mound (1MB10) near the
Powell mound, the Coden Bayou mound
(1MB8) across the bayou from the site, or
a group of three mounds a short distance

up the bayou north of the site investigated by C. B. Moore in 1905 (Moore 1905).
These were all small conical sand mounds
(Wimberly 1960) with very few artifacts or
burials, but the limited ceramic evidence
from the mounds suggests they were Tates
Hammock and later Coden phase structures (Sheldon 2001).
Originally dated to ca. A.D. 400-750
(Dumas 2008; Fuller 1998), recent work at
Plash Island (1BA134) (Dumas 2008) and
the Bayou St. John sites (1BA21) (Dumas
2009), produced dates from feature contexts that revise the Tates Hammock phase
time span to ca. A.D. 600 to 850. Transitional Middle Woodland Porter phase ceramics are often present in very early Tates
Hammock phase ceramic assemblages, and
appear as broad-lined incising on restricted bowls and other shapes more common
during the later Weeden Island period. The
width of these incisions from broad to finer
is a noticeable change during this period.
Rim folds also changed, from the notched
rims common on Franklin Plain to the neat
folds more common on Weeden Island
Plain and Weeden Island Incised. Finally,
a shift in temper from grog early in the sequence to majority sand later is also evident during this transition. A small sample
of these transitional ceramics is present in
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the deepest levels of two WPA excavation
blocks at Andrews Place (E and K) (Wimberly 1960:Table 9).
Fuller (1998) postulated that the Tates
Hammock phase evolved into a later phase
he named “Coden.” This phase is characterized by high frequencies of check-stamped
types and late Weeden Island types. Fuller
recognized bowls and jars as the common
vessel shapes during this phase, and noted
that it was primarily a coastal expression
(Fuller 1998:16-17). Late Woodland pottery types that would fit into both of these
phases, especially the later Coden phase,
which sherd counts indicate is the site’s
largest component, dominate the deepest
levels of the Andrews Place site (Gardner 2005a). Originally dated to ca. A.D.
750-1100, recent work on comparable
sites nearby has also revised this chronology. The Plash Island and Bayou St. John
sites in coastal Baldwin County have large
Coden phase components that were recently dated to ca. A.D. 850-1150 (Dumas
2008:170, 2009:306).
As with the earlier Tates Hammock
phase, the Coden phase represents a more
geographically dispersed material tradition termed the Wakulla culture (Milanich 2002). In northwest Florida, the earliest maize was documented on a Wakulla
period site, which suggested to Milanich
(2002) and other researchers that this was
the first vestiges of what would become the
widespread Mississippian Ft. Walton archaeological culture a few centuries later.
Milanich (2002:353) noted that these Late
Woodland material cultures “exhibited
different evolutionary trajectories; some
became Mississippian cultures, while others did not.” Coden phase Wakulla culture
does not appear to have independently
evolved into a Mississippian culture in the
Mobile Bay area, but was instead brought

into the sphere of a Mississippian tradition
from the interior of Alabama.
The primary evidence for this change
is the initial appearance of shell-tempered
pottery in the form of handled jars known
as Moundville Incised and Mississippi
Plain, an abrupt and radical departure in
pottery form and style from the regional Woodland pottery-making tradition.
During this time, the large Moundville site,
in west-central Alabama, was becoming
centralized and consolidated (Steponaitis
and Scarry 2016:5-13). Though trade and
the establishment of coastal social networks may have played a role, some archaeologists believe members of Moundville-related Mississippian populations
were also exploring southwest Alabama
for the purpose of salt collection (Dumas
2007; Fuller 1998).
Beginning sometime during A.D.
1100-1250, Moundville-style ceramics first
appear in association with Late Woodland
ceramics in several areas along the northern Gulf Coast. Although archaeologists
have yet to establish if this new pottery
originated as trade items or as local copies, it appears that some form of important
cultural interaction between the coast and
interior had begun.
The Pensacola Culture
A widespread shell-tempered ceramic series, termed Pensacola, characterizes
the Mississippi period on the north-central
Gulf Coast. Some archaeologists propose
that Pensacola, a regional variant or archaeological culture of the Mississippian
development in the Southeast, consisted
of “a series of simple chiefdoms…that
were centered around the bay systems of
the coast” (Bense 1994:234). These simple
chiefdoms usually had “one or more sin-
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gle-mound settlements…with outlying settlements clustered in the vicinity” (Bense
1994:234). Examples of these small mound
centers are the Bear Point mound (1BA1)
(Sheldon 2001), the Peavey’s Landing
mound (1CK20) (Brose et al. 1983), the Ft.
Walton temple mound (8OK6M) (Milanich and Fairbanks 1980:183), the Deer Island site (22HR500), and the Singing River site (22JA578) (Blitz and Mann 2000;
Lewis 1988). Other mound sites may be
undiscovered or destroyed (see Fuller et al.
1984 for a list of additional protohistoric
mounds in southwest Alabama).
It is also thought that the multiple-mound site of Bottle Creek (1BA2)
in southwest Alabama (Brown, ed. 2003;
Brown 2003a, 2003b) was a “complex
chiefdom” (Bense 1994:234), “but the
nature of that chiefdom is ambiguous”
(Brown 2003b:216). This is due to the fact
that research has taken place only at the
mound center of Bottle Creek, and the outlying sites (farmsteads or hamlets) along
the Mobile delta margin and beyond have
received almost no attention from archaeologists (Brown 2003b:216; Knight 1977).
Because of this lack of data, it is difficult to
address the complexity of the Bottle Creek
chiefdom and its settlement system. A few
Pensacola sites along the Mississippi coast
(Blitz and Mann 2000) and interior (Gardner 2011) have received some attention,
but a great deal more work is needed.
Geographically, the Pensacola culture
as understood by archaeologists today is
centered on the multi-mound site of Bottle
Creek, located on an isolated island in the
middle of the 180,000-acre Mobile-Tensaw delta in southwest Alabama. From
Bottle Creek, the distribution of Pensacola
as an archaeological culture extends up the
Tombigbee River to at least northern Clark
County at Peavey’s Landing (1CK20)

(Brose et al.1983; Fuller 1998:26), and
up the Alabama River to around Selma
(Regnier 2014). Along the coast, Pensacola sites occur east into Florida to western
Choctawhatchee Bay (Knight 1984:200,
327), and west along the Mississippi coast
to around the mouth of the Mississippi
River (Blitz and Mann 2000; Fuller 1985;
Stowe 1985).
Upland Pensacola sites, more specifically those outside of major river valleys
and the coastal strand, are rare, suggesting
a close subsistence dependence on aquatic
resources (Jewell 2000; Quitmyer 2003).
However, small ephemeral upland sites are
occasionally found (Gardner and McDuffie 2007), which may have “served mainly as an extractive territory that was visited by task groups or seasonal transients
from the coast or elsewhere” (Jackson and
Fields 2000:27).
Mississippian Ceramic Phases
The spatial range of Pensacola is defined by the occurrence of a shell-tempered pottery series that has shared stylistic traits and vessel forms. There may be
several Pensacola ceramic phases present within the broad distribution outlined
above (Knight 1984:201). Based on the
pottery recovered at the Andrews Place
site, the Andrews Place phase was defined
(Fuller 1998:24, 2003:28; see also Brown
2003c:227; Dumas 2007, 2008, 2009;
Gardner 2005a; Morgan 2003; Weinstein
and Dumas 2008) and estimated to date ca.
A.D. 1100-1250. This broad chronological
span is due to the lack of radiocarbon dates.
The Andrews Place phase “is characterized
by early Moundville types/varieties such
as Moundville Incised, var. Moundville, in
association with minor numbers of Weeden Island (Wakulla) and transitional Coles
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Creek pottery. Other markers include Mississippi Plain bowls and loop handles on
jars” (Brown 2003c:227).
Like many ceramic phases in the
Southeast, the Andrews Place phase was
created as an attempt to encompass this
ceramic diversity and it has undergone
evaluation by several researchers (Dumas
2007; Fuller 2003; Gardner 2005a, b; Morgan 2003; Riehm 2016). Originally defined in a 1993 article by Fuller and Brown
(1993:83), they noted “an ongoing analysis
by Fuller of excavated materials from the
Andrews Place site has revealed a possible
Moundville I-like assemblage in terminal
Weeden Island contexts on the Alabama
coast.” In a subsequent 1998 article, Fuller created the Andrews Place “complex.”
This was a cultural-historical unit that he
believed, through further research, would
become a well-defined Early Mississippian
phase in southwest Alabama. In the article
Fuller (1998:24-25) related:
My examination of materials from
the Andrews Place site (1Mb1) on
the Alabama coast (see Wimberly 1960:36-40) revealed a possible Moundville I-like component
immediately above Coden phase
deposits. Recent excavations at
the Bottle Creek site (1Ba2) in
the Delta also revealed a Moundville-related pottery complex at
the base of the Mississippian deposits.
However, to date there are only three
recorded sites in the region where Andrews
Place phase components have been identified: Bottle Creek, Andrews Place, and
more recently Plash Island in Baldwin
County. Morgan (2003:767) suggests:

The Andrews Place phase is invalid in Willey and Phillips’
(1958:22) sense of the analytical
unit. It lacks a geographic distribution beyond two sites, and, if
anything, it describes a complex of
artifacts indicative of culture contact with people outside the delta,
as Fuller proposed initially.
Furthermore, there were no folded-flattened rims in Blocks C and F, a diagnostic rim treatment for Moundville I phase
ceramics (Gardner 2005a). It is currently
unclear if Moundville-style ceramics at
Andrew Place are direct imports or local
imitations, although examples of both are
possible. Moreover, this proposed phase
was developed based on pottery from
two very different behavioral and depositional contexts: the multi-mound Bottle
Creek site, and the coastal shell midden
of Andrews Place, which may have markedly different forms and functions (Dumas 2008, 2009; Gardner 2005a; Morgan
2003).
Using the ceramic set concept (Williams and Brain 1983), which involved
establishing subsets of distinctive pottery
classes, Fuller (2003:39-40) documented
several “overlapping style traditions” for
the Andrews Place phase, which included
early Moundville types, such as Carthage
Incised and Moundville Engraved, a Weeden Island set comprising surface-roughened types such as Alachua Cob Marked,
Furrs Cord Marked, and Wakulla Check
Stamped (Fuller 2003:40-41) and subsets
of Lower Mississippi Valley ceramics such
as Alligator Incised, Avoyelles Punctated,
Coles Creek Incised, Evansville Punctated, Harrison Bayou Incised, Hollyknowe
Pinched, Mazique Incised, Larto Red,
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Mulberry Creek Cord Marked, Pontchartrain Check Stamped, Barton Incised, Old
Town Red, Owens Punctated, Parkin Punctated, Pouncey Pinched, and Winterville
Incised (Fuller 2003:40-41).
Fuller (1998) argues that this diverse
ceramic complex “represents site-unit intrusion into the area…for the purpose of
collecting salt for use by agrarian Mississippian groups to the north.” My thesis research (Gardner 2005a) on Blocks C and
F suggested, as Fuller (1998) had earlier
proposed, that a site-unit intrusion (a direct
migration of people from west-central Alabama) was established at Andrews Place
late in the Coden phase. The stratigraphy
of Block C in particular, discussed in more
detail later, indicates a protracted period of interaction took place between the
Coden phase people and the Mississippian Moundville-related interlopers, which
culminated in Pensacola culture. However,
none of the material hallmarks of cultural
syncretism, such as a mixing of two different ways of making pottery (e.g., mixed
grog and shell-tempered pottery, combinations or transposing different vessel
shapes) was observed in that analysis.
There are continuities between these
disparate cultures, however, that have not
been fully examined in previous research.
Almost all of the Late Woodland shell
middens on Portersville Bay, and many
on Mobile Bay and in the delta have Mississippian components. This continuity in
settlement pattern suggests the new comers recognized the value and symbolism of
continuing an earlier culture’s economic
and subsistence traditions. Co-occupying,
reoccupying, and in particular creating
new or adding later burials to the sites, may
have been an “attempt to assert a link to the
past and bolster the legitimacy of territorial
claims” (Blitz and Lorenz 2006:137).

Jenkins (2009) also supports the idea
of a Moundville origin for the Mississippian period on the Gulf coast. During the
estimated time interval spanning the Andrews Place phase, the site at Moundville
was in the midst of centralization and consolidation (Knight and Steponaitis 1998).
Factional competition among hereditary
kin groups may have compelled a losing
faction to “found a colony or independent
chiefdom that retained social, ceremonial,
and economic ties while establishing an
independent or partially independent local
authority structure” (Jenkins 2009:192).
Andrews Place may have been one of the
earliest locations in which a colony of this
sort was established. In the absence of absolute dates at Andrews Place, and a larger
universe of sites and well-documented artifact assemblages, many questions about
the “Mississippianization” of coastal Alabama remain (this issue is discussed further in Blitz et al., this volume).
In a relatively short time span in the
Mobile Bay region, the Pensacola culture
was developed as the Bottle Creek I subphase of the Middle Mississippi period.
It dates to A.D. 1250-1400 and is roughly coeval with the Moundville II phase of
west-central Alabama (Knight and Steponaitis 1998:8), the Cayson phase of the
Ft. Walton culture in northwest Florida
(Mikell 1992:56), and the Anna phase of
the Lower Mississippi Valley Plaquemine
culture (Fuller 1998:27; Fuller and Brown
1998:145). Saltpan pottery types are less
numerous in this phase, and local pottery
types such as D’Olive Incised and Pensacola Incised first appear. Moundville
types also persist as secondary occurrences (Fuller and Brown 1998:145; Brown
2003c:228).
The Bottle Creek II subphase (A.D.
1350/1400 to 1500) was established “on
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the basis of apparent temporal frequency
changes of certain pottery varieties and rim
modes, stratigraphic associations with other, more tightly dated varieties, and stylistic comparisons with late Moundville pottery…” (Fuller 1998:27). Local Pensacola
pottery becomes more dominant during
this subphase as the earlier Moundville
types decline in number. This indicates that
Pensacola was coming into its own during
this time and was a distinct regional Mississippian variant (Fuller 1998, 2003; Fuller and Brown 1993).
However, this period only lasted approximately 150 years, and A.D. 1550
marked the onset of the protohistoric period on the north-central Gulf Coast. In
southwest Alabama and southeast Mississippi, the protohistoric phase is known as
Bear Point, dated to approximately A.D.
1550-1700 (Fuller 1985, 1998). This is
the period of initial Spanish exploration of
the Gulf Coast, and Spanish artifacts are

found on most Bear Point phase sites in the
Mobile Bay area (see Sheldon 2001). The
protohistoric period ends in 1699 with the
establishment of the first French colony in
the region.
Summary
The Mississippian Pensacola archaeological culture on the north-central Gulf
Coast encompassed a widespread geographic area marked by shell middens,
small sites, and single-mound centers
of varying scale, and one large multiple-mound at its center, the Bottle Creek
site. As we show in the next section, much
work remains to be done on the Pensacola chronology, and this is one reason the
Andrews Place site needed a more thorough study. A more refined relative ceramic chronology is a prerequisite for much
needed radiocarbon assays and that is the
focus of the next sections.
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3. Decorated Pottery Type-Varieties in Block B
Sommer L. Hallquist and Katelyn N. Waggoner
The pottery sample examined in this
section is the total amount of decorated
pottery recovered from Cuts 1 through 9
in Block B. As such, it represents only a
small portion of the pottery excavated at
Andrews Place. The goal of this study was
to classify the Block B decorated pottery
sample into identifiable type-varieties in
order to analyze chronological trends by
cut. Cuts are the arbitrary levels, beginning
with Cut 1 at the surface and then proceeding in sequence down through the block.
Block B was chosen because it had nine
cuts, which suggested it was one of the
deeper blocks with the potential of a large
sample size distributed over a time span
of sufficient length to show chronological
trends.
Sorting and Classification
The pottery from Block B is curated in artifact bags with the lot numbers
1940.7.213-1940.7.239, and stored in
boxes 29-33. For each bag, pottery was
sorted to separate decorated from undecorated pottery, which consisted entirely
of potsherds. Only decorated pottery was
examined from Block B. We chose to focus solely on decorated type-varieties as it
was felt that, in the time available for analysis, plain pottery would yield little new
chronological information about the site,

and that decorated pottery would provide
more accurate measures about culture and
time. The type-varieties are defined in the
following sources (Blitz and Mann 2000;
Fuller 1996; Fuller and Stowe 1982; Jenkins 1981; Milanich et al. 1997; Phillips
1970; Steponaitis 1983; Willey 1949). Additionally, we compared Block B sherds to
the pottery type collection maintained by
the UA Museums Gulf Coast Survey to
assist identification. After sorting the assemblage into type-varieties, data was collected for weight, count, cut, and lot number. Problems encountered during analysis
were difficulties in identifying type-variety
due to sherd erosion and “sherdlets” too
small to identify.
Examples of the most chronologically
important types and varieties are illustrated
by Riehm (this volume). Pottery decoration
included incising, punctuation, engraving,
cord-marking, and check-stamping. Check
stamping is produced by striking the vessel surface with a paddle carved in a grid
of square or rectangular “check” patterns.
Cord marking is decoration impressed on a
pot by a cord-wrapped paddle. Engraving
is very fine lines added after the vessel has
dried, whereas incising and punctation is
executed on wet or pliable clay. A single
simple-stamped sherd (repeatedly struck
with a thin object) was present.
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Comments on Specific Pottery Types
and Varieties
Decorated Shell-Tempered Types
Shell-tempered pottery in Block B was
composed of Pensacola and Moundville
series type-varieties. Mound Place Incised
is defined by a horizontal band of parallel
incisions in a leather hard surface. Decorations are usually on the upper portion of the
vessel exterior to just below and parallel to
the rim. Moundville Incised is classified
by wet paste incisions that form end-toend arches around the shoulders of unburnished jars. Arches can either be decorated
or plain with incisions or punctations. Pensacola Incised is characterized by medium
or broad incisions in leather-hard paste
that form a wide range of designs on the
exteriors of bowls, beakers, and bottles;
incisions were usually cut into the surface
with a pointed or square-ended implement
(Fuller 1996; Weinstein and Dumas 2008).
D’Olive Incised pottery includes “narrow
to medium-wide incisions in a leather-hard
surface” that “form various designs on
the interiors of shallow bowls and plates”
(Fuller 1996:8).
Paddle-Stamped Types
Although check-stamped pottery was
made in the Southeast for over two thousand years, the types present within Block
B originated as a Late Woodland tradition
of pottery decoration, beginning around
A.D. 700-800 in this region. These types
are Wakulla Check Stamped and Pontchartrain Check Stamped. Although the two
types are similar to one another, they differ in temper and stamping (Brown 1982).
Pontchartrain Check Stamped is grog tempered and defined by “a waffle grid pattern of square or rectangular checks with
essentially equal lands” (Brown 1982:29).

Wakulla Check Stamped is “fine check
stamping with clear, fine lands. Temper
ranges from fine sand to fine grit” (Fuller 1996). Wakulla Check Stamped was the
most prevalent type of check-stamped pottery present in Block B and was also one
of the most abundant pottery types within Block B. Cord-marked sherds present
included minor amounts of West Florida
Cord Marked (sand tempered), Mulberry
Creek Cord Marked (grog tempered), and
a shell-tempered cord-marked sherd.
After the assemblage was sorted into
types, they were assigned varieties based
on differences in decoration design and
placement. For example, Mound Place
Incised varieties were distinguished from
one another by defining them as such: McMillan is characterized by its close, even,
and regularly spaced incised lines on the
outside of bowls. Walton’s Camp includes
often irregular and widely spaced incised
lines that are typically accompanied by
P-shaped loops in the “leather-hard paste”
of bowls (Fuller 1996). Variety Akron is
distinguished from these other Mound
Place varieties by its characteristically
widely spaced, deep incisions and by the
“O-shaped loops” that frequently appears
upon the black-filmed pottery (Fuller
1996). Some types from Block B have no
defined varieties or the variety remained
unidentified (var. U), or we chose to provide a descriptive classification.
Distribution of Type-Varieties by Cut
The distribution of decorated pottery
type-varieties by cut in Block B is presented in Table 2. Although we analyzed pottery from all cuts of the excavation, Cut 3
lacked decorated pottery, except for one unclassifiable sherd, and thus Cut 3 has been
excluded from the sample. The most com-
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Table 2. Distribution of Decorated Pottery Type-Varieties
by Cut in Block B.
Type-Variety by Cut
Cut 1
D'Olive Incised var. A
D'Olive Incised var. Dominic

Count
95
1
3

D'Olive Incised var. Shell Banks

1

D'Olive Incised var. Unspecified

2

Harrison Bayou Incised var. Harrison Bayou

2

Mound Place Incised var. Akron

2

Mound Place Incised var. McMillan

7

Mound Place Incised var. Unspecified

2

Mound Place Incised var. Walton's Camp

7

Mound Place Inscised var. McMillian

1

Moundville Incised var. Bottle Creek

2

Moundville Incised var. Moundville

1

Moundville Incised var. Snows Bend

1

Moundville Incised var. Unspecified

3

Moundville Incised var. Douglas

2

Owen's Punctated var. Muir

1

Pensacola Incised var. Gasque

2

Pensacola Incised var. Pensacola

6

Pensacola Incised var. Unspecified

7

Ponchartrain Check Stamped

3

Shell Tempered Painted

1

Wakulla Check Stamped

38

Cut 2
D'Olive Incised var. Unspecified

33

Mound Place Incised var. Akron

3

Mound Place Incised var. McMillan

3

Mound Place Incised var. Walton's Camp

11

Moundville Incised var. Bottle Creek

1

Moundville Incised var. Moundville

1

1

Moundville Incised var. Snows Bend

2

Pensacola Incised var. Gasque

1

Pensacola Incised var. Jessamine

1

Pensacola Incised var. Louis Lake

1

Pensacola Incised var. Unspecified

6

Shell Tempered Painted

1

Simple Stamped Unspecified/Drag and Jabbed Incised

1
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Table 2. Continued.
Type-Variety by Cut
Cut 4
D'Olive Incised var. Dominic

Count
43
2

D'Olive Incised var. Shell Banks

1

D'Olive Incised var. Unspecified

4

Mound Place Incised var. Akron

3

Mound Place Incised var. Bon Secour

1

Mound Place Incised var. McMillan

6

Mound Place Incised var. Walton's Camp

6

Mound Place Incised var. Unspecified

1

Moundville Incised var. Bottle Creek

1

Moundville Incised var. Douglas

5

Moundville Incised var. Moundville

4

Moundville Incised var. Unspecified

2

Mulberry Creek Cord Marked
Pensacola Incised var. Gasque

1

Pensacola Incised var. Pensacola

1

Pensacola Incised var. Unspecified
Cut 5
Barton Incised var. Unspecified

2
3
53
1

Churupa Punctated var. Unspecified

1

D'Olive Incised var. Dominic

5

D'Olive Incised var. Mary Ann

2

Grog Tempered Painted and Incised
Mound Place Incised var. Akron

1
2

Mound Place Incised var. McMillan

2

Mound Place Incised var. Walton's Camp

4

Moundville Incised var. Bottle Creek

3

Moundville Incised var. Douglas

1

Moundville Incised var. Moundville

12

Moundville Incised var. Snows Bend

2

Moundville Incised var. Unspecified

3

Owens Punctated var. Muir

1

Pensacola Incised var. Jessamine

1

Pensacola Incised var. Unspecified

7

Sand Tempered Incised var. Unspecified

1

Shell Tempered Cord Marked

1

Wakulla Check Stamped

3
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Table 2. Continued.
Type-Variety by Cut

Count

Cut 6
D'Olive Incised var. Mary Ann

29

D'Olive Incised var. D'Olive

2

D'Olive Incised var. Dominic

1

Mound Place Incised var. Akron

1

Mound Place Incised var. Unspecified

2

Mound Place Incised var. Walton's Camp

6

Moundville Incised var. Bottle Creek

1

Moundville Incised var. Moundville

4

Moundville Incised var. Singing River

1

Moundville Incised var. Unspecified

1

Mulberry Creek Cord Marked
Pensacola Incised var. Holmes

1

Ponchartrain Check Stamped

1

Shell Tempered Check Stamped

1

Wakulla Check Stamped

2

Weeden Island Punctated

1

West Florida Cord Marked
Cut 7
Carter Engraved var. Unspecified

1

1

2
23
4

Mound Place Incised var. Unspecified

1

Moundville Incised var. Moundville

7

Moundville Incised var. Unspecified

1

Pensacola Incised var. Unspecified

2

Wakulla Check Stamped

7

West Florida Cord Marked

1

Cut 8

36

Basin Bayou Incised
Carter Engraved var. Unspecified

1
1

Mound Place Incised var. Akron

1

Moundville Incised var. Moundville

1

Pensacola Incised var. Unspecified

1

Ponchartrain Check Stamped

7

Wakulla Check Stamped

18

West Florida Cord Marked
Cut 9
Carter Engraved var. Unspecified
Mound Place Incised var. McMillan

6
25
4
1
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Table 2. Continued.
Type-Variety by Cut
Moundville Incised var. Snows Bend

Count
1

Moundville Incised var. Moundville

1

Moundville Incised var. Singing River

1

Mulberry Creek Cord Marked
Sand Tempered var. Unspecified

1

Sand Tempered Punctated

1

Wakulla Check Stamped

10

West Florida Cord Marked

4

1

Grand Total

mon pottery types, in rank order of frequency, are Wakulla Check Stamped (n=78),
Mound Place Incised (n=73), Moundville
Incised (n=64), Pensacola Incised (n=48),
D’Olive Incised (n=23), West Florida Cord
Marked (n=13), and Pontchartrain Cord
Marked (n=11), although their prevalence
varied by cut. Wakulla Check Stamped is
most prevalent within Cuts 1 (n=38) and
8 (n=18), although we suspect that the
large count within Cut 1 was due to disturbance or mixing of this surface level, since
Wakulla Check Stamped was altogether
absent from Cuts 2 and 3, making this resurgence in frequency an unlikely historical tend. Mound Place Incised was most
abundant within Cut 1 (n=19) and was
present within all cuts with decorated pottery. Moundville Incised was most prevalent within Cut 5 (n=21) and was likewise
present within all cuts under study. Pensacola Incised appeared most frequently within Cut 1 (n=15) and was present within all
cuts except Cut 9. D’Olive Incised was
most abundant in Cuts 4 (n=7) and 5 (n=7)
and was absent from all cuts following Cut
6. Pontchartrain Cord Marked was most
prevalent within Cut 8 (n=7) and appeared
only in Cuts 1, 6, and 8. West Florida Cord
Marked was most frequently found within

337

Cut 8 (n=6) and was absent from Cuts 1
through 5.
The most common Mound Place Incised varieties were Walton’s Camp (n=34),
McMillan (n=10), and Akron (n=12). For
Moundville Incised, Moundville (n=31),
Douglas (n=8), Bottle Creek (n=8), and
Snows Bend (n=6) were the most common.
For D’Olive Incised, varieties Dominic
(n=11), MaryAnn (n=3), D’Olive (n=2),
and Shell Banks (n=2) were most prevalent. Pensacola (n=7), Gasque (n=3), and
Jessamine (n=2) were the most frequent
varieties of Pensacola Incised.
Discussion
The type-varieties can be assigned
time spans and cultural traditions through
the comprehensive use of relative dating
techniques (see Gardner, this volume [Section 4]; Riehm, this volume). Potentially,
the pottery in Block B represents types
that could have been made anytime within
a very long time span between A.D.7001250. However, the grog- tempered or
sand-tempered types Wakulla Check
Stamped, Pontchartrain Check Stamped,
Churupa Punctated, Carter Engraved, West
Florida Cord Marked, Mulberry Creek
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Figure 11. Proportional distribution of Late Woodland and Mississippian pottery in
Block B by cut.
Cord Marked, Weeden Island Punctated, and Basin Bayou Incised all initially
appear in Late Woodland period assemblages in Alabama or adjacent regions at
an earlier time than the shell-tempered
Mississippian types Moundville Incised,
Mound Place Incised, Pensacola Incised,
Owens Punctated, D’Olive Incised, and
Barton Incised (Dumas 2008). Mississippian type-varieties were most dominant in
Cuts 1-6, whereas Woodland type-varieties
dominate the pottery types present within
Cuts 7-9, which is what would be expected
given the known relative ceramic chronology (Figure 11).
However, the overlap between Woodland and Mississippian types within cuts is
open to different interpretations. While it
might be explained by the mixing of two
temporally distinct occupations by Late
Woodland period and Mississippian period
groups, the overall pattern shows a change
in pottery from majority of Late Woodland
types to a majority of Mississippian types
(the surface Cut 1 being the exception).
This pottery distribution of Block B aligns
closely with the distribution of Woodland
and Mississippian types found by Gardner

(this volume [Section 4]) in his study of
Blocks C and F, which suggests that it is
unlikely that the overall direction of pattern
can be explained by mixing alone. Instead,
pottery traditions were probably in use for
an overlapping period of time, during an
interval of rapid cultural change and contact with peoples of varied pottery-making
practices.
It has been common practice for archaeologists to treat Late Woodland and
Mississippian pottery assemblages found
at the same site as separate components arranged in a stage-like sequence, but once
well-dated, carefully controlled samples
become available, it is sometimes clear that
they occur in association during a phase of
multi-cultural transition, as for example, at
the Moundville site (Knight 2010:37). As
the Woodland versus Mississippian pottery
type distribution from this research shows,
Fuller’s (1998:25) conclusion that the Andrews Place site had a “seemingly belated Woodland to Mississippian transition”
is further confirmed, at least in a general
sense. Although it is possible that the pottery from the various traditions represent
separate short-term occupations by con-
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temporary groups each practicing separate
pottery traditions, it is just as likely that
the diversity of pottery types represents
an interval of cultural contact and transi-

tion during which people incorporated (or
tolerated) the presence of different pottery-making traditions in their activities at
Andrews Place.
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4. Pottery Types and Varieties in Blocks C and F
Jason A. Gardner
Excavation Blocks C and F were
chosen for pottery analysis because these
blocks appeared to be relatively deep and
well preserved. The goal of the analysis is
identification of the pottery type-varieties
in the selected sample in order to facilitate their placement within the regional
chronological framework. A functional
analysis of pottery vessel shapes and sizes from Blocks C and F, as well as additional comparative data that show how the
pottery articulates with the ceramic “sets”
established for the Bottle Creek site, is presented in Gardner (2005a).
Forty previously defined decorated
types and varieties were identified during
analysis. These types and varieties are defined in several sources (Blitz and Mann
2000; Fuller 1996; Fuller and Stowe 1982;
Jenkins 1981; Milanich et al. 1997; Phillips 1970; Steponaitis 1983; Willey 1949)
and will not be redefined here. Tables 3
and 4 list the decorated and plain types, as
well as information on their chronological
placement. The distribution of all types
and varieties by block and cut are listed in
Table 5.
Comments on the Distribution of
Type-Varieties by Block and Cut
The types and varieties from Blocks
C and F are not uncommon at other sites

in the region. The only types not usually
found locally were the two examples of
Barton Incised var. Unspecified and one
sherd of Owens’s Punctated var. Unspecified, as well as the 11 sherds of grog-tempered Mulberry Creek Cord Marked var.
Unspecified and seven sherds of Pontchartrain Check Stamped var. Unspecified.
These types are more commonly found
in the interior or further west. Figure 12
shows the proportional distribution of Late
Woodland pottery and Mississippian pottery in Block F by cut. From bottom (Cut
6) to top (Cut 1), the proportion of Late
Woodland pottery declines as the proportion of Mississippian pottery increases.
Block C was excavated in ten 3-inch (7.62
cm) levels or cuts. Figure 13 shows the
proportional distribution of Late Woodland pottery and Mississippian pottery in
Block C by cut. In the deepest part of the
block (Cuts 8-10), Late Woodland pottery
dominates, with ten percent or less Mississippian pottery. From Cut 7 to the top of
the block, there is a striking change in proportions as Mississippian pottery becomes
dominant and Late Woodland declines to
20 percent of the total in Cut 1.
As the chronological sequence for
southwest Alabama becomes clearer
through radiometric testing, it may be
confirmed that the very Late Woodland
and early Mississippian phases through-
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Figure 12. Proportional distribution of Late Woodland and Mississippian pottery in Block F by cut.
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Figure 13. Proportional distribution of Late Woodland and Mississippian pottery in Block C by cut.
out southwest Alabama have quite a bit of
overlap, both temporally and culturally.
Only continued regional research involving relative ceramic cross-dating and ad-

ditional absolute radiocarbon dates can begin to answer these questions with greater
clarity.

Unspecified
Unspecified
Unspecified
Unspecified
Unspecified
Unspecified
Unspecified
Unspecified
Unspecified
Unspecified
Unspecified
Unspecified
Unspecified
Unspecified

Carabelle Punctated

Coon Neck Plain

West Florida/Furrs Cord Marked)

Hubbard Check Stamped

Keith Incised

Mobile Cord Marked

Mulberry Creek Cord Marked

Pontchartrain Check Stamped

Swift Creek Complicated Stamped

Wakulla Check Stamped

Weeden Island Incised

Weeden Island Punctated

Weeden Island Red

Variety

Carabelle Incised

Type

Weeden Island

Weeden Island

Weeden Island

Weeden Island

Weeden Island

Coles Creek

Miller?

Miller?

Weeden Island

Miller?

Miller?/Weeden Isle?

Miller?

Weeden Island

Weeden Island

Culture/Variant

Tates Hammock

Tates Hammock/Coden

Tates Hammock/Coden

Tates Hammock/Coden

Tates Hammock

Coden

Tates Hammock

Tensaw Lake

Tates Hammock

Tensaw Lake

Tates Hammock

Tensaw Lake

Tates Hammock

Tates Hammock

Phase/Complex

Table 3. Late Woodland Pottery Types in Blocks C and F.

6

32

66

2,032

8

7

11

1

3

14

571

5

3

4

n=
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LMV Coarseware
Pensacola
Pensacola
Pensacola
Pensacola
Pensacola
Pensacola
Pensacola
Pensacola
Pensacola
Moundville
Pensacola
Pensacola
Pensacola
Moundville
Pensacola
Moundville
Pensacola
Moundville
Pensacola

Unspecified
D'Olive
Dominic
Arnica
Mary Ann
Shell Banks
Unspecified
Unspecified
Beckum
Devil's Bend
Akron
Bon Secour
McMillan
Walton's Camp
Unspecified
Bottle Creek
Carrollton
Douglas
Moundville
Singing River

Barton Incised

D'Olive Incised

D'Olive Engraved

Mississippi Plain

Moundville Engraved

Moundville Incised

Mound Place Incised

Culture/Variant

Variety

Type

Bottle Creek II?

Andrews Place/Bottle Creek I

Bear Point

Bottle Creek I

Bottle Creek I/II

Andrews Place/Bottle Creek I

Bottle Creek I/II

Bottle Creek I

Bottle Creek II

Bottle Creek I

Bottle Creek I/II

Bottle Creek I?

Bottle Creek I

Bottle Creek I/II

Bottle Creek I

Bottle Creek I/II

Bear Point

Bottle Creek I

Bear Point

various

Phase/Complex

Table 4. Mississippian Pottery Types in Blocks C and F.

27

72

1

7

54

2

156

71

4

3

3,644

13

7

16

1

27

2

48

6

2

n=
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Culture/Variant
Moundville
various
LMV Coarseware
Pensacola
Pensacola
Pensacola
Pensacola
Pensacola
Pensacola
Pensacola
Pensacola

Variety
Snow's Bend
Unspecified
Unspecified
Bear Point
Gasque
Holmes
Jessamine
Pensacola
Perdido Bay
Rutherford
Unspecified

Owen's Punctated

Pensacola Incised

Type

Table 4. Continued.

various

Bear Point

Bear Point

Bear Point

Bottle Creek I

Bottle Creek I/II

Bottle Creek II

Bear Point

Andrews Place/Bottle Creek I

various

Bottle Creek I?

Phase/Complex

427

1

1

4

3

3

12

4

1

10

100

n=
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Table 5. Distribution of Pottery Type-Varieties by Cut in Blocks C and F.
Type/Variety

Rim

Measured Rim

Block C, Cut 1
Mississippi Plain var. Devil's Bend

Body Total
33

33

Bell Plain var. Hale

6

6

Pensacola Incised var. Unspecified

2

2

Wakulla Check Stamped var. Unspecified

3

3

Unidentified Sand Tempered Plain

1

1

45

45

Total
Block C, Cut 2
Moundville Incised var. Snow's Bend
Moundville Incised var. Bottle Creek
Mound Place Incised var. McMillan

2

Mound Place Incised var. Walton's Camp

4

1

Mound Place Incised var. Akron

1

1

Pensacola Incised var. Gasque

1

1

Pensacola Incised var. Pensacola

1

1

Pensacola Incised var. Unspecified

12

2

Wakulla Check Stamped var. Unspecified

2

4

4

1

1

9

11

2
1

2

28

40

1
2

D'Olive Incised var. D'Olive

1

D'Olive Incised var. Mary Ann

2

Bell Plain var. Hale

1

Mississippi Plain var. Devil's Bend

13

Weeden Island Incised var. Unspecified

1

Weeden Island Punctated var. Unspecified

1

6
1

1
3

1
2

5

8

99

122
1
1

West Florida Cord Marked var. Unspecified

1

1

UID Sand Tempered Plain

5

5

156

210

3

4

1

1

UID Sand Tempered Incised

1
Total

Block C, Cut 3
Wakulla Check Stamped var. Unspecified

42

1
10

1

Hubbard Check Stamped var. Unspecified
Carrabelle Incised var. Unspecified

1

West Florida Cord Marked var. Unspecified
Mulberry Creek Cord Marked var. Unspecified

1

1

Moundville Incised var. Moundville

2

1

Moundville Incised var. Snow's Bend
Moundville Incised var. Bottle Creek

2

1

Mound Place Incised var. McMillan

9

3

Mound Place Incised var. Walton's Camp

7

5

1

2

2

2
1
2

8

8

9

11
9

1

8
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Table 5. Continued.
Type/Variety
Moundville Engraved var. Unspecified

Rim

Measured Rim

Pensacola Incised var. Gasque
Pensacola Incised var. Bear Point

2

1

Pensacola Incised var. Rutherford

1

1

Pensacola Incised var. Perdido Bay

1

1

Pensacola Incised var. Unspecified

28

5

D'Olive Incised var. Arnica

1

1

D'Olive Incised var. D'Olive

2

2

Pensacola Incised var. Pensacola

Body Total
1

1

3

3

1

3
1

1

D'Olive Incised var. Dominic

1
1

56

84

2

2
1
2

Owen's Punctated var. Unspecified

1

1

Mississippi Plain var. Beckum

3

3

Mississippi Plain var. Devil's Bend

33

11

206

239

Bell Plain var. Hale

4

2

25

29

UID Sand Tempered Plain

1

1

6

7

UID Grog Tempered Plain

2

3

5

UID Sand/Grog Tempered Incised

1

1

UID Sand Tempered Punctated Arch

1

1

1
1

UID Grog Tempered Incised

1

1

UID Shell Tempered Punctated

3

3

UID Shell Tempered Engraved
Block C, Cut 4
Mississippi Plain var. Devil's Bend

1

1

Total 100

38

338

438

38

8

418

457

3

3

61

69

Mississippi Plain var. Beckum
Bell Plain var. Hale

8

4

Mound Place Incised var. McMillan

10

5

Mound Place Incised var. Walton's Camp
Moundville Incised var. Snow's Bend

10
8

1

1

8

6

7

Moundville Incised var. Bottle Creek

4

4

Moundville Incised var. Douglas

1

1

1

1

Moundville Incised var. Singing River
Pensacola Incised var. Jessamine

2

Pensacola Incised var. Pensacola

1

1

1
1

1

Pensacola Incised var. Unspecified

7

2

44

51

D'Olive Incised var. Mary Ann

3

3

1

4

D'Olive Incised var. Dominic

3

2

1

4

2

Pensacola Incised var. Holmes

2
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Table 5. Continued.
Type/Variety
D'Olive Incised var. D'Olive
Wakulla Check Stamped var. Unspecified

Rim

Measured Rim

1

1

2

1

Body Total
1
4

6

Mulberry Creek Cord Marked var. Unspecified

1

1

West Florida Cord Marked var. Unspecified

1

1

8

10

UID Sand Tempered Plain

2

UID Sand Tempered Incised

1

UID Grog Tempered Plain

1

1
1

UID Shell Tempered Engraved
UID Shell Tempered Punctated

1

UID Shell Tempered Effigy Frag.
Total
Block C, Cut 5
Mississippi Plain var. Devil's Bend

5

6

1

1

3

4

1

1

81

29

574

656

72

13

340

415

Bell Plain var. Hale

8

2

52

60

Mound Place Incised var. McMillan

15

5

12

27

Mound Place Incised var. Walton's Camp

11

5

4

15

1

1

13

14

13

13

4

5

Mound Place Incised var. Bon Secour
Moundville Incised var. Moundville

1

1

Moundville Incised var. Bottle Creek

1

1

Moundville Incised var. Carrollton

1

1

Moundville Incised var. Singing River

1

Moundville Incised var. Snow's Bend

1
1

Pensacola Incised var. Jessamine

1

1

Pensacola Incised var. Holmes

1

1

Pensacola Incised var. Gasque

1

1
48

Pensacola Incised var. Unspecified

13

4

35

D'Olive Incised var. Mary Ann

2

1

6

D'Olive Incised var. D'Olive

1

D'Olive Incised var. Shell Banks
D'Olive Incised var. Dominic

1
2

2

D'Olive Engraved var. Unspecified
Wakulla Check Stamped var. Unspecified

1

Weeden Island Incised var. Unspecified

3

UID Shell Tempered Engraved

1

UID Shell Tempered Punctated
1

UID Sand Tempered Plain

1

UID Grog Tempered plain

1
2

4

4

14

15

1

3
1
6

UID Shell Tempered Net Marked

8
1

6
1

15

16

6

6
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Table 5. Continued.
Type/Variety

Rim

Measured Rim

Body Total

UID Grit Tempered Plain

1

1

UID Sand/Shell Tempered Plain

3

3

UID Grog/Sand Tempered Plain

1

1

UID Sand Tempered Incised

1

1

Total 135

36

535

673

Block C, Cut 6
Mississippi Plain var. Devil's Bend

79

8

396

476

Mississippi Plain var. Beckum

1

3

4

Bell Plain var. Hale

9

1

46

55

Mound Place Incised var. Walton's Camp

37

9

4

41

Mound Place Incised var. McMillan

4

1

1

5

Mound Place Incised var. Akron

2

2

Mound Place Incised var. Bon Secour
Moundville Incised var. Moundville
Moundville Incised var. Snow's Bend

2
1

1

3

15

18

3

12

15

12

12

3

8

2

4

Moundville Incised var. Bottle Creek
Moundville Incised var. Singing River

5

Moundville Incised var. Carrollton

2

Pensacola Incised var. Unspecified

24

1

52

76

Pensacola Incised var. Gasque

1

1

1

2

Pensacola Incised var. Bear Point

1

1

D'Olive Incised var. Mary Ann

2

1

D'Olive Incised var. Dominic

6

2

5

D'Olive Incised var. Arnica
D'Olive Engraved var. Unspecified

1
5

West Florida Cord Marked var. Unspecified
Weeden Island Incised var. Unspecified

3

5
6

1

Barton Incised var. Unspecified
Wakulla Check Stamped var. Unspecified

1

1

1

2

2

2

26

31

8

8

3

3

Weeden Island Plain var. Unspecified

1

1

Unidentified Shell Tempered Check Stamped

1

1

Unidentified Shell Tempered Punctated
Unidentified Sand Tempered Plain

9

Unidentified Grog Tempered Plain

1

1

Unidentified Grog Tempered Incised
Coon Neck Plain var. Unspecified
Total 200

33

1

1

45

54

2

3

1

1

3

3

641

842
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Table 5. Continued.
Type/Variety

Rim

Block C, Cut 7
Mississippi Plain var. Devil's Bend

90

Measured Rim
3

Mississippi Plain var. Beckum

Body Total
408

499

1

1

Bell Plain var. Hale

6

15

21

Moundville Incised var. Moundville

3

17

20

Moundville Incised var. Snow's Bend

1

5

20

25

Moundville Incised var. Bottle Creek

2

5

7

Moundville Incised var. Singing River

2

4

6

Moundville Incised var. Unspecified

1

1

2

3

6

29

Mound Place Incised var. Walton's Camp

23

4

Mound Place Incised var. McMillan

4

1

Mound Place Incised var. Bon Secour

2

1

D'Olive Incised var. Dominic

8

3

D'Olive Incised var. Mary Ann

1

D'Olive Incised var. Unspecified

4
13

Wakulla Check Stamped var. Unspecified

39

2
3

11

1

2

2

2

38

51

4

Pensacola Incised var. Gasque
Pensacola Incised var. Unspecified

4

155

194

West Florida Cord Marked var. Unspecified

9

2

70

79

Weeden Island Incised var. Unspecified

8

14

22

Weeden Island Punctated var. Unspecified

1

2

3

Weeden Island Red var. Unspecified

2

1

3

Weeden Island Plain var. Unspecified

2

Carrabelle Punctated var. Unspecified

2

1

3

Pontchartrain Check Stamped var. Unspecified

1

2

3

2

2

20

123

143

Unidentified Sand Tempered Incised

1

1

2

Unidentified Clay Tempered Plain

6

33

39

1

1

2

Mulberry Creek Cord Marked var. Unspecified
Unidentified Sand Tempered Plain

2

Unidentified Sand/Shell Tempered Plain
Total
Block C, Cut 8
Mississippi Plain var. Devil's Bend

255

18

927

1183

12

1

101

113

Mississippi Plain var. Beckum

1

1

Bell Plain var. Hale

4

4

Moundville Incised var. Moundville

6

6

Moundville Incised var. Bottle Creek

2

2

Moundville Incised var. Unspecified

1

1
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Table 5. Continued.
Type/Variety
Moundville Engraved var. Unspecified

Rim

Measured Rim

Body Total

1

1

Mound Place Incised var. Walton's Camp

3

3

6

Unidentified Shell Tempered Incised

4

5

9

Unidentified Shell Tempered Punctated

3

3

Unidentified Shell Tempered Interior Engraved
D'Olive Incised var. Dominic

1

1

1

1

Wakulla Check Stamped var. Unspecified

118

12

391

509

17

1

164

181

Weeden Island Incised var. Unspecified

7

1

14

21

Weeden Island Punctated var. Unspecified

2

7

9

Weeden Island Red var. Unspecified

1

Hubbard Check Stamp var. Unspecified

1

West Florida Cord Marked var. Unspecified

1

Swift Creek Complicated Stamped var. Unspecified
Pontchartrain Check Stamped var. Unspecified

1

Unidentified Clay Tempered Incised

2

3

1

1
419

2

7

9

220

19 1087

1307

51

Unidentified Clay Tempered Plain
Total

3
3

368

Unidentified Sand Tempered Plain

Block C, Cut 9
Mississippi Plain var. Devil's Bend

2
3

4

41

50

Mississippi Plain var. Beckum

9

1

1

Moundville Incised var. Moundville

1

1

2

3

Mound Place Incised var. Walton's Camp

1

Unidentified Shell Tempered Incised
Hubbard Check Stamped var. Unspecified

1

1
6

6

Mobile Cord Marked var. Unspecified

1

1

Mulberry Creek Cord Marked var. Unspecified

5

5

Weeden Island Punctated var. Unspecified

6

Weeden Island Incised var. Unspecified

11

1

Weeden Island Red var. Unspecified

2

1

Swift Creek Complicated Stamped var. Unspecified

1

7

13

23

34
2

2

3

Coon Neck Plain var. Unspecified

1

1

Keith Incised var. Unspecified

3

3

Carrabelle Incised var. Unspecified

1

West Florida Cord Marked var. Unspecified

17

1

212

229

Wakulla Check Stamped var. Unspecified

187

16

677

864

1
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Table 5. Continued.
Type/Variety
Unidentified Sand Tempered Plain

Rim

Measured Rim

63

2

Unidentified Clay Tempered Plain
Total 299
Block C, Cut 10
Mississippi Plain var. Devil's Bend

21

5

Carabelle Incised var. Unspecified

Body Total
469

532

10

10

1461 1760
20

1

1

Swift Creek Complicated Stamped var. Unspecified
Weeden Island Incised var. Unspecified

25

2

2

5

7

2

1

West Florida Cord Marked var. Unspecified

3

1

58

61

Wakulla Check Stamped var. Unspecified

55

8

248

303

Hubbard Check Stamped var. Unspecified

1

3

4

Pontchartrain Check Stamped var. Unspecified

1

Unidentified Sand Tempered Plain

38

4

174

212

Unidentified Clay Tempered Plain

2

1

5

7
623

1

Total 108

15

515

Total For Block C 1440

219

6294 7734

Block F, Cut 1
Mississippi Plain var. Devil's Bend

13

Bell Plain var. Hale
Pensacola Incised var. Unspecified

3

75

88

4

4

6

9

Pensacola Incised var. Holmes

1

1

D'Olive Incised var. Mary Ann

1

1

D'Olive Incised var. D'Olive

1

1

D'Olive Incised var. Dominic

4

4

Moundville Incised var. Snow's Bend

2

2

Moundville Incised var. Bottle Creek

1

1

3

4

Moundville Incised var. Unspecified

1

Mound Place Incised var. Walton's Camp

3

3

Mound Place Incised var. McMillan

1

1

Weeden Island Punctated var. Unspecified

1

1

Wakulla Check Stamped var. Unspecified

1

1

2

Unidentified Sand Tempered Plain

1

3

4

28

98

126

282

330

Total
Block F, Cut 2
Mississippi Plain var. Devil's Bend

48

1

Bell Plain var. Hale

7

17

24

Moundville Incised var. Moundville

1

3

4

Moundville Incised var. Snow's Bend

1

10

11
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Table 5. Continued.
Type/Variety
Moundville Incised var. Bottle Creek

Rim

Measured Rim

4

4

Moundville Incised var. Singing River

2

1

2

4

Moundville Incised var. Carrollton

1

1

1

2

Mound Place Incised var. Walton's Camp

11

2

Mound Place Incised var. McMillan

1

Pensacola Incised var. Unspecified
D'Olive Incised var. Dominic

Moundville Incised var. Unspecified

Body Total

2

2

1

12

8

17

25

3

1

4

1

1

2

4

1

D'Olive Incised var. Mary Ann
D'Olive Incised var. Unspecified

2

D'Olive Engraved var. Unspecified

1

1

Wakulla Check Stamped var. Unspecified

1

1

West Florida Cord Marked var. Unspecified

1

1

1

2

2

2

Unidentified Sand Tempered Plain

1

Unidentified Clay Tempered Plain
Total
Block F, Cut 3
Mississippi Plain var. Devil's Bend

87

5

348

435

41

1

182

223

11

11

Bell Plain var. Hale
Pensacola Incised var. Gasque
Pensacola Incised var. Unspecified

2

D'Olive Incised var. Dominic

3

D'Olive Incised var. Mary Ann

1

2

2

13

15

1

3
1

D'Olive Incised var. Unspecified

4

4

Moundville Incised var. Snow's Bend

7

7

Moundville Incised var. Bottle Creek

1

1

3

5

Moundville Incised var. Singing River

2

Mound Place Incised var. Walton's Camp

6

2

8

Mound Place Incised var. McMillan

1

1

2

Unidentified Shell Tempered Punctated
Wakulla Check Stamped var. Unspecified

1

2

3

9

38

47

3

3

1

West Florida Cord Marked var. Unspecified
Mulberry Creek Cord Marked var. Unspecified
Unidentified Sand Tempered Plain

7

Unidentified Clay Tempered Plain
Total

73

3

1

1

8

15

4

4

282

355
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Table 5. Continued.
Type/Variety
Block F, Cut 4
Mississippi Plain var. Devil's Bend
Bell Plain var. Hale

Rim

Measured Rim

33

2

259

292

1

14

15

6

6

1

6

7

3

3

Moundville Incised var. Moundville
Moundville Incised var. Snow's Bend

Body Total

Moundville Incised var. Bottle Creek
Mound Place Incised var. Walton's Camp

7

3

10

Pensacola Incised var. Unspecified

7

14

21

D'Olive Incised var. Dominic

2

2

D'Olive Incised var. Mary Ann

2

2

1

2

Unidentified Shell Tempered Punctated
Wakulla Check Stamped var. Unspecified

4

4

3

3

Unidentified Sand Tempered Incised

1

1

D'Olive Incised var. Unspecified

1

Unidentified Sand Tempered Plain

2
Total

Block F, Cut 5
Mississippi Plain var. Devil's Bend

8

10

54

2

324

378

26

2

148

174

11

11

1

5

1

5

2

2

Bell Plain var. Hale
Mound Place Incised var. Walton's Camp

4

D'Olive Incised var. Dominic

4

1

D'Olive Incised var. Unspecified
Pensacola Incised var. Unspecified

2

1

3

Wakulla Check Stamped var. Unspecified

4

13

17

2

2

4

5

2

2

West Florida Cord Marked var. Unspecified
Weeden Island Punctated var. Unspecified

1

Weeden Island Incised var. Unspecified
Unidentified Sand Tempered Plain
Total
Block F, Cut 6
Mississippi Plain var. Devil's Bend

16

4

43

59

57

7

228

285

14

1

74

88

Moundville Incised var. Moundville

1

1

Moundville Incised var. Snow's Bend

1

1

2

3

1

2

2

4

Moundville Incised var. Bottle Creek

1

Moundville Incised var. Singing River

1

Mound Place Incised var. Walton's Camp

2

Mound Place Incised var. McMillan

1

D'Olive Incised var. Dominic

2

1
1

1
2

4
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Table 5. Continued.
Type/Variety
D'Olive Incised var. Mary Ann

Rim

Measured Rim

Pensacola Incised var. Unspecified
Wakulla Check Stamped var. Unspecified

7

West Florida Cord Marked var. Unspecified

1

Body Total
1

1

2

2

24

31

3

3

1

1

4

34

47

2

3

43

7

150

192

Block F Total 342

26

1429 1771

Mulberry Creek Cord Marked var. Unspecified
Unidentified Sand Tempered Plain

13

Unidentified Clay Tempered Plain

1
Total
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5. Percentage Stratigraphy Seriation of Ceramic
Type-Varieties in Blocks C and F
Grace E. Riehm
This section provides insight into the
chronological placement of Andrews Place
and the role it plays in potentially defining
the Terminal Woodland-Early Mississippian interval along the Alabama Gulf Coast
known as the Andrews Place phase. The
phase and site share a name, because it is
currently believed to be the clearest example of the transition from Late Woodland
to Early Mississippian traditions in the region. Further evidence comes from some
suggested presence of an Andrews Place
phase component at Bottle Creek (1BA2)
and salt springs sites (Brown 2003c; Gardner 2005a,b; Weinstein and Dumas 2008),
although the precise chronological and
cultural relationship between the Andrews
Place site components and these sites further north on the lower Tombigbee River
and Alabama River is not yet clear. The
Andrews Place phase is thought to extend
from A.D. 1100 to 1250, but has yet to
be adequately dated by radiocarbon samples (Dumas 2008; Fuller 1998, 2003).
Instead, attempts at dating have followed
a cross-correlation relative dating method based on the assumption that similar
types in better-dated sequences located
elsewhere date to the same time span at
Andrews Place: the presence of Moundville I and Moundville II phase diagnostic
ceramics (west-central Alabama), intermixed with late Weeden Island Wakulla

(lower Gulf Coastal plain) and transitional
late Coles Creek types (Lower Mississippi
Valley). Although such correlations are a
logical first step, archaeologists have long
been aware that dissemination of ceramic
types from one area to another introduces a
potential temporal lag or “Doppler effect”
that may skew the alignment of relative
chronologies (Deetz and Dethlefsen 1965).
The next step towards a chronology for
Andrews Place was a pottery type-variety
classification by block and cut, first accomplished by Gardner (2005a), and presented
in Gardner (this volume [Section 4]) and
Hallquist and Waggoner (this volume) for
Blocks B, C, and F. The block and cut classifications are a prerequisite for a relative
dating method that can systematically and
quantitatively construct both local and regional chronologies: percentage stratigraphy seriation. Lyman et al. (1998) refer to
a combined method of frequency seriation
and stratigraphic sequence as percentage
stratigraphy, which establishes a relative
chronology based on a testable stylistic
progression of ceramic types through time.
The regional relative chronology is determined by chronologically sensitive ceramic type-varieties. These types are those
that conform to the “popularity principle”
(Lyman et al. 1998:43), which states that
the seriated levels will illustrate an increasing and decreasing percentage change over
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time. A percentage stratigraphy seriation
of Andrews Place (1MB1) can reveal the
chronological sequence of Late Woodland
and Early Mississippian ceramic types by
placing them in an order that optimizes
historical utility.
Methods
For this study, Gardner’s type-variety
classification for Blocks C and F (Table 5,
originally in Gardner 2005a) is used to test
the Pensacola relative ceramic chronology
as it is currently understood (Fuller 1998,
2003; Dumas 2008), which has not been
evaluated by seriation. Ceramic identifications are based on the Fuller and Stowe
(1982) and Fuller (1998) Pensacola ceramic type-variety classification. Only decorated ceramics were used in this analysis,
because plain ceramic types tend to span
long periods of time. While plain ceramic
attributes are useful for defining major cultural transitions, they do not offer the level
of resolution of decorated ceramics, which
represent gradual stylistic fluctuations. The
inclusion of plain ceramics would clutter
the seriation and dilute the sample.
Analysis began with arranging the data
in a form that could be entered into the seriation program. The Pivot Table function
through Excel arranged the data by counts
of type-variety in each level. Once the data
are arranged in this way, the seriation macro for Excel created by Tim Hunt and Carl
Lipo (Lipo 2001; Lipo et al. 1997) creates
percentages by provenience to chart the
popularity of the classifications. In this
analysis, the analytic provenience units are
stratigraphic levels and the classification
categories are type-varieties.
Initially the seriation macro for Excel
produced a seriation that was clunky and

difficult to interpret, but it provided a guide
for determining patterns within the data.
Further refinement by hand was required
to classify the data in more logical categories. Because results are based on percentages, analytic units are highly impacted
by low provenience counts and rare types.
Condensing these categories is not a power
that the seriation macro can conduct on its
own. First, levels with sherd counts below
50 were combined with adjoining levels
(Ford 1962). Typically, a level with a low
count would adjoin with another relatively
low count level to produce one of sufficient
size unless there was a stratigraphic reason
to do otherwise. The only problematic analytic unit was the first cut, which was collapsed into the one below. Small upper levels are often heavily disturbed and contain
a number of surface artifacts, which makes
them a weak representative of ceramic distribution. Combining these arbitrary levels
is a valuable way to increase raw count and
reduce the proportional effect of ceramics
displaced due to disturbance. Lastly, Cut
3 was removed from this seriation due to
evidence of disturbance. This resulted in
17 type-varieties across eight provenience
levels (Cuts 1–2, 4–10). The seriation itself
was very clean and did not require much
additional refinement. Final manipulations
were the result of the logical combining
of categories to determine sensitivity to
chronology. The completed seriation is
presented in Figure 14. Results highlight
those type-varieties that show percentage
changes through time and those that appear
not to seriate in the sample. It is important to remember that type-varieties that are
rare or do not show chronological utility
within the samples presented here may still
carry temporal importance at another site
or significance in other ways.

Figure 14. Percentage stratigraphy seriation of ceramic type-varieties in Blocks C and F.
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Discussion and Conclusions
As reviewed by Gardner (Section 2
of this volume), Andrews Place is thought
to begin chronologically earlier than other Pensacola archaeological culture sites
around Mobile Bay, because of the high
rate of Late Woodland pottery types in
apparent association with Early Mississippian pottery types low in the stratigraphic
sequence. The presence of cord-marked
and check-stamped ceramic types anchors
the early end of the sequence firmly in the
local Late Woodland tradition of pottery
making
Gardner (2005a:74-75, this volume
[Section 4]) presents evidence that early
Moundville types are found in association with Late Woodland cord-marked and
check stamped types. Because of the dominance and importance of these two decorative types, they were highlighted in the
seriations. Both Wakulla Check Stamped
ceramics and West Florida Cord Marked
ceramics appear in high frequencies in
lower levels and decrease over time. While
these Late Woodland types still dominate,
Moundville Incised, Mound Place Incised,
and D’Olive Incised are introduced. Although percentages remain low, the data
suggests that several of these Moundville
Incised varieties (i.e. Bottle Creek, Moundville, and Snows Bend) may effectively seriate. Most notably, D’Olive Incised vars.
Dominic and Mary Ann show a dramatic
increase through stratigraphic levels over
time. Other varieties occur in trace counts
that are either outside of the temporal
scope of the sequence or rare types that do
not seriate. Trace here is typically used to
refer to type-varieties present in counts be-

low four (n < 4). Examples of some of the
important chronological type-varieties are
illustrated in Figure 15. Additional illustrations of ceramic type-varieties from the
Andrews Place site are found online at the
University of Alabama Office of Archaeological Research (2017) website: Fifty
Years of Alabama Archaeology.
Without presenting a larger, regional
seriation model for the Pensacola ceramics, it is difficult to contextualize the results presented here. What the site-level
seriation demonstrates, however, is the
co-occurrence of Late Woodland and Early Mississippian ceramic types well into
the occupation of Andrews Place. Higher
stratigraphic cuts contain types known to
increase in popularity during Middle and
Late Mississippian Pensacola archaeological culture phases, but these remain in low
frequencies, another indication that the
Andrews Place occupation occurs early in
the Pensacola culture sequence.
In sum, the results presented in the
percentage stratigraphy seriation of ceramics from Blocks C and F at Andrews Place
illustrate the chronological placement of
the site at a point of transition from the
Late Woodland to the Early Mississippian
Pensacola archaeological culture. These
results also point to a growing need for a
refined seriation model of the Pensacola
ceramic type-varieties at an expanded spatial and temporal level. A regional seriation
model (Riehm 2016), spanning the duration of the Mississippian period along the
northern Gulf Coast, helps to contextualize
Andrews Place and the role it plays in the
formation of the Pensacola archaeological
culture.
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Figure 15. Key types in the seriation of ceramic type-varieties at Andrews Place (1MB1): a) West Florida Cord
Marked, b) Wakulla Check Stamped, c) Moundville
Incised var. Moundville, d) D’Olive Incised var. Dominic,
e) D’Olive Incised var. Mary Ann, and f) Moundville
Incised var. Snows Bend.
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6. Ceramic Effigy Rim Adornos, Miniature
Vessels, and Figurines
John H. Blitz and Joe L. Latham
In this section we examine all ceramic
effigy rim adornos, miniature vessels, and
figurines identified in the Andrews Place
accession catalog. As there is little provenience information for these artifacts, and
thus no contexts for use other than discard
as broken pottery in midden trash, our goal
was to sort the objects into well-defined
categories that may be compared to similar
artifacts recovered elsewhere. Such a comparison identifies a widely shared artistic
symbolism of broad temporal and spatial
scope, one that materialized perceptions
about the natural and supernatural world of
the ancient peoples. Insight into this world
view through the representational symbolism of artifacts is not beyond recovery
(e.g., Blanton 2015).
Effigy Rim Adornos
“Effigy” as commonly used in classifications of ancient Southeastern art, is
an object modeled in the likeness of some
entity, usually resembling a human (anthropomorphic) or animal (zoomorphic).
Ceramic rim adornos are modeled clay
appendages attached to the rims of pottery
vessels that often take the shape of effigies.
All examples in the collection consist of
modeled heads and tails detached from a
pottery vessel through breakage. There are
two general categories of effigy rim ador-

nos present in the sample as defined by
their placement on the vessel. The majority of the adornos belong to the widespread
Mississippian lug-and-rim-effigy adornos
placed in opposing positions on bowl rims.
The modeled head may face to the exterior or interior, and in the case of zoomorphic effigies, a “tail” projects from the rim
as a horizontal lug. The unmodified bowl
serves as the “body.” A second category
of ceramic effigy adornments, known as
“structural effigies” (Steponaitis 1983:73),
include vessels with modeled appendages
such as limbs or fins added to the exterior
vessel walls and rims to further emphasize
the bowl as the entity’s body. In the Andrews Place collection, only one of these
can be identified with certainty due to its
widely recognized conventional form: the
fish effigy bowl. The Andrews Place rim
effigy sample consists almost entirely of
detached heads. Sixteen adorno heads were
too fragmented to classify and were placed
in a residual “indeterminate” category. All
examples discussed below are of the ware
type Bell Plain, tempered with fine shell.
The total inventory is presented in Table 6.
Previous studies of Pensacola Mississippian effigy rim adornos that identify
attributes for systematic classification are
Wimberly (1968), Fuller and Silvia (1984),
and Fuller (1993). Fuller’s unpublished
1993 study assigned some of the shape
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Table 6. Inventory of Effigy Rim Adorno Heads.
ID #

Category

Block

1940.7.2617

Human

N/A

1940.7.2625

Human

N/A

1940.7.2863

Human

N/A

1940.7.2859

Human

N/A

1940.7.2064

Human

F

1940.7.2067

Human

F

1940.7.2860

Human

N/A

1940.7.2861

Human

N/A

1940.7.2862

Human

N/A

1940.7.2089

Human

N/A

1940.7.2062

Raptor

F

1940.7.2063

Abstract Raptor

F

1940.7.2060

Raptor

F

1940.7.2110

Raptor

M

1940.7.2066

Raptor

F

1940.7.2107

Sharp-billed Bird

M

1940.7.2612

Naturalistic Duck

N/A

1940.7.2096

Naturalistic Duck

N/A

1940.7.2106

Naturalistic Duck

K

1940.7.2126

Naturalistic Duck

N

1940.7.2081

Naturalistic Duck

G

1940.7.2099

Naturalistic Duck

K

1940.7.2070

Naturalistic Duck

G

1940.7.2050

Naturalistic Duck

E

1940.7.2606

Indented Abstract Duck

N/A

1940.7.2117

Indented Abstract Duck

M

1940.7.2108

Indented Abstract Duck

M

1940.7.2094

Indented Abstract Duck

N/A

1940.7.2104

Indented Abstract Duck

K

1940.7.2072

Indented Abstract Duck

G

1940.7.2607

Abstract Crested Bird

N/A

1940.7.2079

Abstract Silhouette Duck

G

1940.7.2618

Abstract Crested Bird

N/A

1940.7.2101

Abstract Crested Bird

K

1940.7.2016

Turkey

A

1940.7.2608

Turkey

N/A

1940.7.2624

Owl

N/A

1940.7.2605

Owl

N/A
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Table 6. Continued.
ID #

Category

Block

1940.7.2059

Owl

F

1940.7.2065

Owl

N/A

1940.7.2125

Owl

N

1940.7.2610

Small-Eyed Mammal

N/A

1940.7.2025

Large-Eyed Mammal

B

1940.7.2074

Fish

G

1940.7.2095

Turtle

J

1940.7.2012

Indeterminate

N/A

1940.7.2621

Indeterminate

N/A

1940.7.2042

Indeterminate

C

1940.7.2045

Indeterminate

J

1940.7.2059

Indeterminate

F

1940.7.2061

Indeterminate

F

1940.7.2078

Indeterminate

G

1940.7.2090

Indeterminate

J

1940.7.2075

Figurine?

G

1940.7.2109

Indeterminate

M

1940.7.2073

Indeterminate

G

1940.7.2100

Indeterminate

K

1940.7.2102

Indeterminate

K

1940.7.2082

Indeterminate

G

1940.7.2080

Indeterminate

G

1940.7.2130

Figurine?

N

1940.7.2065

Indeterminate

F

attributes in these earlier classifications to
defined type-varieties. Fuller’s descriptive
type-variety names are just that–descriptive–based as they are on shape, with attributes of decoration, paste, and temper
of minor importance. We will not attempt
to discuss Fuller’s 1993 typology in detail
here; those wishing more guidance on his
nomenclature may refer to that work. We
have not attempted to place the Andrews
Place sample into Fuller’s type-varieties
primarily because there are examples that
do not conform to his types and varieties;
some of Wimberly’s attribute descriptions

have publication precedent; and we wish to
emphasize certain attributes not in Fuller’s
typology. Therefore, we use generic descriptive types, but we do note when these
types (or attributes) match Fuller’s named
types, varieties, or modes. We offer illustrations to convey information that words
may not. Additional illustrations of effigy
rim adornos from the Andrews Place site
are found online at the University of Alabama Office of Archaeological Research
(2017) website: Fifty Years of Alabama Archaeology.
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Figure 16. Effigy Rim Adornos, with catalog numbers: (a) hollow
anthropomorphic head with top knot, forelock, open eyes, and
open mouth (2859), (b) figurine head (2075), and (c) naturalistic
small-eyed mammal (2610).
First, we sort the rim effigies into either anthropomorphic or zoomorphic style
classes. For zoomorphic adorno heads,
we make a further distinction if the effigy
was modeled in the round (naturalistic)
or modeled in a flat, two-dimensional depiction (abstract), known as the “cookie-cutter” style long noted by regional archaeologists. Furthermore, there seemed
little point in attempting specific species
identification for the highly conventionalized zoomorphic forms. However, with
some idiosyncratic examples aside, many
of the effigy adornos at Andrews Place are
sufficiently distinctive to be repeatedly
identified as ducks, owls, fish, and other
categories of animals by Southeastern archaeologists. Such identifications, tenuous
as they may be, are nonetheless appropriate because these animals played important
roles in the world view of historic Southeastern peoples, one of the few avenues of
inquiry open to archaeological interpretations of pre-contact symbolism. Some of

these examples are the same effigy forms
that are commonly depicted as adornos
elsewhere in the Mississippian Southeast,
especially in the contemporaneous Moundville archaeological culture (Steponaitis
1983:125-126; Knight 2010:49-50).
Anthropomorphic Head Adornos
(n=10)
Wimberly (1968) identified common
attributes of human-head adornos from
the Mobile Bay region, including Andrews
Place, and we recognize those same attributes here. Examples in this category all
possess eyes, noses, and mouths similar to
that of a human, but also have other attributes in various combinations that sort as
follows (Table 7).
Forelock: This is an applique in the
form of a beaded lock of hair on the forehead, either falling straight or curving to
the left (aka, “deflected forelock,” Fuller
1993); see Figures 16a, 17d.

J

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

2625

2859

2860

2861

2862

2863

F

2067

2617

F

2064

2089

Block

ID#

X

Forelock
Straight

X

X

X

Forelock
Curved Left

X

X

X

X

X

X

Top Knot

X

X

Bun

X

X

X

X

X

X

Open Mouth

X

X

X

X

X

X

Protruding Lips

X

X

X

X

Open Eyes

Table 7. Attributes of Anthropomorphic Head Adornos.

X

X

X

X

Closed Eyes

X

X

X

Hollow
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Figure 17. Effigy Rim Adornos, with catalog numbers: (a) naturalistic duck (2612), (b) naturalistic turkey (2608), (c) abstract
indented duck (2606), (d) hollow anthropomorphic head with top
knot, forelock, open eyes, and protruding lips (2625).
Top Knot: This attribute is a protrusion on the top of the head depicting a
knot of hair; see Figures 16a, 17d. Fuller
notes that these top knots may plug holes
through which pellets were inserted into
the hollow-head to “rattle.”
Occipital Bun: This is a protrusion
modeled on the back of the head to depict a
hair “bun” (aka, “Hair-Bun Human,” Fuller 1993). The clay “bun” may plug the hole
that received pellets on hollow rattle-heads
(see Wimberly 1968:Figure 1).
Open Mouth: A hole to depict the
mouth (Figure 16a).
Protruding Lips: Applique or pinching of the clay to form lips (Figure 17d).
Open Eyes: Holes to depict the eyes
as open (Figure 16a; 17d).

Closed Eyes: Incisions or modeling to
indicate the lids of closed eyes (Wimberly
1968:Figure 3).
Hollow: The adorno head is hollow to
accommodate small pellets that rattle when
the vessel is moved. Hollow rattle-head
adornos are a well-known characteristic of
Moundville and Pensacola bowls (Knight
2010:49; Price 2015:32). Only anthropomorphic adornos are hollow rattle-heads in
the Andrews Place collection.
Zoomorphic Adorno Heads (n=35)
The majority of effigy adorno heads
from Andrews Place depict birds or birdlike creatures with long necks. The site
was dubbed “Duck Hill” by local residents
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Figure 18. Effigy Rim Adornos, with catalog numbers:
(a) abstract crested bird (2607), (b) naturalistic raptor
(2062), and (c) naturalistic turtle (2095).
due to the well-made effigy adornos that
resembled duck heads. Zoomorphic adorno heads are modeled in the round (naturalistic) or are flat clay slabs (abstract) that
present the head in profile, known as the
“cookie-cutter” style. Some “cookie-cutter” heads have indentions to emphasize
eyes; others lack eyes or other embellishments. On whole vessels, the heads may
face to the exterior or interior, but we lack
the complete points of attachment in our
sample needed to determine orientation.
We have chosen to sort the zoomorphic
adornos into generic descriptive types
and note when they conform to Fuller’s
type-varieties.
Naturalistic Raptor (n=4)
These adornos represent a bird with a
hooked beak (Figure 18b). Two of these
have an incised “eye surround” motif frequently associated with raptor depictions
in Mississippian art.

Abstract Silhouette Raptor (n=1)
This example (2063) is a bird with a
hooked beak depicted in the flat cookie-cutter style with no additional modifications, thus the appearance of a feature-less
“silhouette” (Figure 19a).
Naturalistic Duck (n=8)
These adornos, although conventionalized, depict a bird’s head in sufficient
detail to suggest a duck, particularly the
duck’s broad bill, which is modeled in realistic shape and proportion (Figure 17a,
19d, e). The intent is to convey the realistic form; most examples have a small clay
boss projecting from the top of the head.
For a similar example from Moundville,
see Steponaitis (1983:Figure 51a).
Abstract Indented Duck (n=6)
These adornos are a cookie-cutter
form with the general profile of a duck in
a flat slab of clay, further modified with in-
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Figure 19. Effigy Rim Adornos, with catalog numbers: (a)
abstract silhouette raptor (2063), (b) naturalistic large-eyed
mammal (2025), (c) naturalistic turkey (2016), (d-e) naturalistic duck (2618, 2612), (f) abstract indented duck, and (g)
naturalistic sharp-billed bird (2066).
dents and/or incised lines to suggest eyes
and other facial features (Figure 17c, 19f).
Fuller (1993:17) refers to this adorno type
as Cookie-Cutter Bird, variety Geometric;
see Fuller (1993:Figures 11-13). For similar examples from Moundville, see Steponaitis (1983:Figure 39e, f).
Abstract Silhouette Duck (n=1)
Another version of “cookie-cutter”
adorno, formed as a flat slab depicting the
outline of a duck head with no additional modifications, thus the appearance of a
feature-less “silhouette.” Fuller (1993:17)
refers to this adorno types as Cookie-Cutter Bird, variety Plain.

Abstract Crested Bird (n=3)
The adornos resemble a bird head with
incising and crest-like projections, but
quite flattened, without the fullness of the
naturalistic heads (Figure 18a).
Naturalistic Turkey (n=2)
These adornos are bird heads with a
short pointed beak, prominent eyes, and
a small boss or projection above the beak
(Figure 17b, 19c).
Naturalistic Sharp-Billed Bird (n=1)
This bird head has a straight,
sharp-pointed bill and incised eye-surround, but lacks a crest or the hooked bill
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of the other adorno types listed above (Figure 19g).
Naturalistic Owl (n=5)
These adornos have large, forward-facing eyes, short beaks, and two protrusions
on top of the head to suggest the characteristic feather tuffs of owls (Figure 19b).
There is considerable variation, however,
with some examples suggesting a composite bird-human form.
Naturalistic Small-Eyed Mammal (n=1)
This adorno depicts a mammalian
form with a short snout, small prick ears,
and small eyes (Figure 16c). Adornos of
this form have often been interpreted as
bears or canines.
Naturalistic Large-Eyed Mammal
(n=1)
This adorno depicts a mammalian
form with a short snout, small round ears,
and large bulging eyes. Perhaps this form
signifies a squirrel.
Naturalistic Fish (n=1)
This is a fish head, rendered as part of
a structural effigy, with the fish head turned
on a side to project horizontally from the
vessel rim, and with one eye exposed.
Fish bowl structural effigies are widely distributed in the Mississippian world
(for Moundville examples, see Steponaitis
1983:Figure 51c).
Naturalistic Turtle (n=1)
This single example is an adorno with
a bulbous head, and small punctations and
incisions for eyes, nostrils, and mouth
(Figure 18c).

Indeterminate (n=16)
This is our residual category for adornos that are too fragmented or insufficiently detailed to warrant further description.
Comments on Effigy Adornos
With only 61 effigy adornos present in
a collection with thousands of potsherds
and with sampling bias an unlikely explanation for this low proportion, we must
conclude that bowls with effigy rim adornos were a small minority of the total bowl
assemblage. The rarity of lug-and-rim-effigy adornos is further underscored because
bowls are by far the most common vessel
shape found at Andrews Place (Gardner
2005a). This rarity suggests that vessels
with effigy adornos were perhaps used for
special purposes, or at the very least, highly valued. Although the size and the detail
of the anthropomorphic adorno heads varied as indicated, the hollow rattle-heads
featured more detail and were typically
larger than their solid counterparts.
Although we cannot know the precise
meaning the effigy adornos had for the
people of Andrews Place, it is obvious that
specific animals and certain human features were chosen over other possibilities.
Birds are the most common adorno subject, followed by the anthropomorphic effigies. There are, however, certain general
themes communicated by the choice of effigies that may be inferred based on direct
historic analogy with the beliefs of Southeastern native peoples of the historic era.
For example, the anthropomorphic heads
are depicted with eyes open or shut, which
in Southeastern art represents the eternal
dichotomy of life and death. Some of the
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animals rendered as adornos are those that
occupy a liminal and “anomalous” symbolic status due to their ability to cross
elemental boundaries (Hudson 1976:139142). Following this logic, the duck adornos depict anomalous creatures because
they can cross the three planes of the native
Southeastern cosmos by flying in the celestial world, walking on this earthly world,
and diving into the watery underworld.
Turtles also possess the ability to cross the
boundaries of earth and water and are thus
a common subject of Mississippian effigies. In the Earth-Diver creation stories,
ducks, turtles, and other diving animals
swim down through the primordial waters
to retrieve the soil that becomes the Earth
(Rooth 1957). Other adornos depict animals that are anomalous because they possess characteristics that combine or violate
native Southeastern animal classification
categories (Hudson 1976:139). For example, owls are anomalous creatures in this
system because they diverge from other
birds in their nocturnal behavior, reversing
notions of time; they make eerie noises and
have large, forward-facing, human-like
eyes (Hudson 1976:142). Ducks, crested
birds such as kingfishers and woodpeckers,
turtles, owls, and bears all play key roles in
historic Southeastern mythology and symbolism (Hudson 1976:128-145), and thus
were choices for effigy adornos.
Other Appendages
Oddly, there are only three effigy
tails in the collection. These are incised
horizontal lugs; one is triangular and two
are rounded. The only other form of pottery-vessel appendage, jar handles, was
also uncommon; only three detached han-

dles were noted, even though the decorated handled jar type, Moundville Incised, is
well-represented in the collections. Brown
(2003c) identifies peaked loop handles as
characteristic of the Andrews Place phase,
but all handles examined are strap handles.
[Volume Editor’s Note: We are at loss to
explain the absence of tails and handles.
However, the accession catalog lists a category of “Missing Ceramic,” so perhaps
they were removed from the collection].
Miniature Pottery Vessels
Miniature vessels often appear as rare
finds when large quantities of pottery are
recovered from Mississippian sites. They
have been attributed to children as part
of their imitation learning from adults
(Knight 1978), but the three examples
from Andrew’s Place are too well made
to be children’s experiments. Their rarity
suggests use for a special purpose, infrequent, and as yet, unknown.
Spoon or Dipper (n=2)
These tiny vessels have a small receptacle and a handle; the larger example appears to be a ceramic skeuomorphic copy
of a gourd dipper in miniature (accession
2041).
Hemispherical Bowl (n=1)
A shallow bowl with a 5 cm orifice
diameter and 2.5 cm depth; two exterior,
fine-line incisions are placed below the rim
(accession 2011).
Cup (n=1)
An undecorated vessel fragment in the
form of a simple cup, with an orifice diameter of 5.5 cm and a depth of 6 cm.
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Ceramic Figurine Heads
There are two ceramic objects that represent crude models of human heads, detached from a body and thus incomplete.
They present a problem of identification.
They appear somewhat similar to Fuller’s
(1993:26, Figure 33) rim adorno type, Vestigial Human, described as “a lip node or
knob with only hints of facial features,”
and perhaps that is the best classification.
However, they may not be rim adornos

due to a slender and fragile point of attachment. Instead, they may be analogous
to the crude human head figurines found
at Moundville (Knight 2010:69-70). One
head is a flattened, wafer-like oval with
punctations for eyes, and incised lines for
nose and mouth (Figure 16b). The second
example is even cruder, merely a flat diskshaped head with simple punctations for
eyes and mouth. The “bodies” are missing,
so our identification of figurine will have
to remain tenuous.
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7. Ceramic Discoidals, Smoking Pipes, and Other
Miscellaneous Artifacts
Clare E. Farrow
The non-vessel ceramic artifacts recovered from the Andrews Place site include a large assortment of ceramic discoidals (n=73), one ceramic bead, one
ceramic ball, two different types of ceramic smoking pipes, and several ecofacts that
are presumed to be coprolites.
Ceramic Discoidals
Because the majority of the miscellaneous small finds are discoidals, analysis
focused on their variation in form, and the
implications this variation may have for
the different interpretations of discoidal
function. Ceramic discoidals were intentionally manufactured by grinding discarded potsherds into a flat, circular disk,
occasionally with a round hole piercing
the center of the disk (Potter and Brown
2011). The prevalent theory as to the use
of the ceramic discoidals is that they are
game pieces (Armour 2014). Due to the
importance of stone discoidals (“chunkey
stones”) to historic-era Native Americans
as game pieces, some researchers have assumed that ceramic discoidals were also
some kind of gaming piece (Culin 1975),
albeit smaller and lighter. However, as
Thomas Potter and Ian Brown (2011) observe, if this was the case and ceramic
discoidals were used as game pieces, one
would expect some sort of standardization

of size and shape. So this hypothesis about
ceramic discoidal function can be evaluated by measuring discoidal variation: if the
Andrews Place discoidals functioned as
gaming pieces, then there should be standardization in size.
Discoidals were sorted into different
types using a typology created by Potter
and Brown (2011). This typology classifies ceramic discoidals by separating them
based on edge roughness or smoothness,
presence or absence of perforation, and
type of decoration. I recorded these observations and entered these data on a spreadsheet. From the spreadsheet I calculated
the mean, variance, and standard deviation
for the diameters of the discoidals. I also
created a histogram of the frequency of
diameter ranges for the discoidals (Figure
20). I used 1.5 cm intervals for the diameter ranges, with the smallest being a range
of 1.45 cm-1.95 cm and the largest being a
range of 8.95 cm-9.05 cm. The distribution
of the discoidal diameters is similar to that
of a normal distribution, with a few outliers at 7.45 cm-7.95 cm and 8.95 cm-9.05
cm. The center of the normal distribution
appears to be around 3.95 cm-4.45 cm.
As for the distribution of the discoidal
types, two types are by far the most prevalent (n=28 for both). These two types are
the IIB1b (smooth edge, solid, not decorated) (Figure 21a) and the IB1b (rough edge,
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Figure 20. Distribution of ceramic discoidal diameters.
solid, not decorated) (Figure 21b). Only
three discoidals out of the 73 recovered
were pierced through the middle (IIA1b,
smooth edge, pierced, not decorated) (Figure 21d).
Miscellaneous Artifacts
Smoking Pipes (n=3)
One pipe, of unrecorded provenience,
is a large bowled right angle elbow pipe
(Figure 22a). The pipe is incised with fine
concentric lines around the bowl rim and
at the intersection of the bowl and stem.
This is the Wrapped Pipe type (Blanton
2015:87). The other pipe, from Block M,
is an effigy pipe. The pipe bowl is elongated and the effigy figure’s head is inverted
such that the mouth is the opening for the
stem (Figure 22b). [Volume Editor’s note:
This effigy has two small protrusions that
are probably ears or horns, and together
with characteristic fine-line incisions on
the head, it is very suggestive of the “Great
Serpent-Underwater Panther” effigies usu-

ally found as rim adornos (see Lankford
2004:Figures 1, 16, 17 for rim adorno
examples), but in this case, the effigy is a
pipe stem]. Little more can be said due to
the fragmented condition of the effigy. The
third pipe is a bowl fragment, type indeterminate.
Ceramic Bead (n=1)
This perforated sphere is 1.9 cm in
diameter, weighs four g, and was undecorated. It was found in Block A, but no cut
information is available.
Ceramic Ball (n=1)
This little clay ball comes from Block
C, but no cut information is available. It
is perfectly round, 2.1 cm in diameter,
weighs 10 g, and is undecorated.
“Coprolites”
Several lumps of organic matter were
labeled as preserved feces, but without
provenience, there is little to be gained
from further examination.
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Figure 21. Ceramic discoidal types: (a) smooth edge, solid, not
decorated, (b) rough edge, solid, not decorated, (c) incised, and
(d) smooth edge, pierced, not decorated.

Figure 22. Ceramic smoking pipes: (a) short-stemmed elbow
pipe, and (b) effigy pipe, possibly depicting “Great Serpent-Underwater Panther” (2109).
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Results and Conclusions
Because discoidal size displays a normal distribution, the hypothesis that they
are gaming pieces is rejected. In other
words, some modal standardization in size
and weight would be expected if they are
game pieces, but that is not the case. Instead, the discoidals exhibit a range of sizes and weights. During analysis, we speculated about other possible functions for
discoidals, such as use as stoppers for various vessels, but this hypothesis could not
be evaluated due to the lack of complete
or reconstructed vessels. Discoidals may
have been used as stoppers for gourd containers, but again this possibility cannot be
evaluated. The intended use of the ceramic
discoidals is still unclear. [Volume Editor’s
Note: Moore (1905:290) found two perforated ceramic discoidals, together with
sheet-copper disks and preserved cord, positioned at either side of a skull in a burial

in northwest Florida. The cord, preserved
by the copper salts, passed through the
discoidal perforation, leading him to conclude that perforated discoidals served as
ear ornaments attached by cordage. If so,
this explanation would be consistent with
their lack of size standardization and relative scarcity compared to solid discoidals,
as they might be sized to the individual’s
needs and only occasionally discarded].
As for the other miscellaneous artifacts, there are few conclusions to be
drawn because so few were recovered. The
single bead and single ball do not give us
any significant information. Little can be
said about the three pipes, except for the
observation that ceramic smoking pipes
were rarely discarded, with the implication
that pipe smoking was not a common or casual practice. The coprolites do not tell us
much because without additional specialist
analysis, we cannot determine if they are
coprolites or some other type of ecofact.
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8. Flaked and Ground Stone Artifacts
Brandon R. Boatwright

There are two categories of stone artifacts recovered from Andrews Place that
are distinguished by their manufacturing
process. Flaked stone artifacts are made
by the removal of flakes rather than by
grinding or polishing. Within the flaked
stone class of artifacts, it is necessary to
make a basic distinction between 1) the
finished manufactured tools and tool fragments, and 2) debitage, which is the scrap
produced in manufacturing the tools, such
as flakes, cores, and shatter. Ground stone
artifacts are formed by grinding, pecking,
and polishing stone. Within the class of
ground stone artifacts, it is important to
make a basic distinction between 1) tools
used to process resources and become
ground through use and 2) artifacts that
were ground to produce an object with
a smooth finish–ground in manufacture
(Sutton and Arkush 2009). In addition to
these distinctions, it is critical to identify
the raw material used to manufacture stone
artifacts to assess the degree to which the
site inhabitants had access to non-local
materials.
All stone artifacts listed in the Andrews
Place site accession catalog were located,
classified, and analyzed. Ground stone
artifacts are quite diverse and range from
utilitarian tools to non-utilitarian decorative pieces. Flaked stone artifacts are limited to hafted bifaces, i.e., projectile point/

knives (abbreviated ppk). The sample is
biased due to sampling error. Because no
screens were used and because debitage
was not routinely collected in the Depression-era excavations, only larger, finished
stone artifacts and their fragments are present in the collection. Detailed provenience
information by cut was not recorded for
some artifacts.
Artifacts of Flaked Stone
The entire assemblage of flaked stone
artifacts totaled only 13 objects. For each
artifact, I recorded block, cut, length,
width of base, weight, and raw material
(Table 8). A detailed description of shape
is provided. I used Cambron and Hulse’s
(1975) Handbook of Alabama Archaeology: Part I Point Types to identify a ppk,
but I caution that resemblances to known
types may be superficial. The identified
ppk types are Flint Creek, New Market,
Camp Creek, and the remainder are listed
as unidentified in Table 8; examples are
illustrated in Figure 23. I found that the
sizes of the points were on the larger side
compared to the handbook’s average size
per type. The raw material of points varied
as well. In rank order of abundance, these
were Tallahatta sandstone (aka, Tallahatta
quartzite), Tuscaloosa gravel chert or Citronelle gravel chert (the potential lumping

2145 Flint Creek

2179 UID

2188 UID

2199 UID

2220 New Market

2217 Camp Creek

2219 UID

2240 Flint Creek

C

D

E

F

F

F

I

Lot Type

A

Block

Tuscaloosa gravel

Blue-grey Fort Payne chert

Tallahatta sandstone

UID chert

Tuscaloosa gravel

Tallahatta sandstone

Blue-grey Fort Payne chert

Tuscaloosa gravel

Raw Material

4.5

6.5

3.7

4.9

4.1

10.8

10.9

4.6

Length (cm)

2

2.4

1.6

1.2

2.8

4.6

3.2

2.3

9.3

18.4

3

6.4

8.3

60.7

47.6

9.9

median ridged cross-section, inversely tapered
shoulder, expanded stem base, straight blade,
beveled edge

median ridged cross-section, tapered shoulder,
straight base, serrated edge

flattened cross-section, straight blade,
incurvate base

median ridged cross-section, straight blade,
acute base, beveled edge

median ridged cross-section, barbed shoulder,
straight blade, straight stem base, beveled
edge

median ridged cross-section, inversely tapered
shoulder, straight stem base, excurvate blade,
beveled edge
biconvex cross-section, tapered shoulder,
straight blade, contracted stem base, ground
edge
biconvex cross-section, no shoulder, rounded
base, straight blade, beveled edge

Width (cm) Weight (g) Description

Table 8. Inventory of Projectile Point/Knives.
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Lot Type

2225 UID

2237 UID

2256 UID

2259 Flint Creek

Block

I

I

J

J

Tuscaloosa gravel

Tallahatta sandstone

Tallahatta sandstone

Blue-grey Fort Payne chert

Raw Material

4.7

4.8

9.5

6.5

Length (cm)

2

3.5

2.7

3.4

8.3

19.9

43.3

17.8

median ridged cross-section, inversely tapered
shoulder, straight stem, excurvate blade,
beveled edge

flattened cross-section, distal end

biconvex cross-section, tapered shoulder,
straight blade, contracted stem base, ground
edge

flattened cross-section, barbed shoulder
(simple), excurvate blade, beveled edge, stem
missing

Width (cm) Weight (g) Description

Table 8. Continued.
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Figure 23. Flaked stone projectile point/knives: (a) Tallahatta sandstone, (b-d) Tuscaloosa gravel chert/ Citronelle gravel chert.
of these two cherts is due to our inability
to separate them at the time of analysis),
and blue-grey Fort Payne chert. Tallahatta
sandstone seems to be used for the smaller ppks, while the largest ppks are Fort
Payne. The points were found across the
site with no concentration in a single block
or area. Based on the form and style of the
points, they fall in a time range from Middle Woodland to Early Mississippian. Additional illustrations of stemmed projectile
points from the Andrews Place site are
found online at the University of Alabama
Office of Archaeological Research (2017)
website: Fifty Years of Alabama Archaeology.
Due to ppk rarity and form, I offer
three observations about flaked stone ar-

tifacts at Andrews Place site. The first is
that the small number of ppks indicates
that ppks were not a primary tool of importance. The people of Andrews Place
probably used bone, shell, and hard woods
as the predominate material for projectile
points and cutting tools instead of flaked
stone. Second, given that most of the ppks
are large, they do not show any sign of
sustained use. This was an unexpected
observation because if stone was locally
scarce or valued, one would assume that
ppks would be heavily resharpened in use,
resulting in smaller ppks, but they were
not. The third conclusion would be sample bias; the small quantity of flaked stone
artifacts was due to inexperienced workers
who overlooked the projectile points or did
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not bother collecting the smaller or broken
pieces. This bias seems unlikely, however, because workers would have been instructed to look for stone artifacts, and they
readily collected small, modified pieces of
the ground stone. So it appears that flaked
stone tools were relatively unimportant at
this site. In regional syntheses of northern
Gulf Coast sites in adjacent Mississippi,
it has been noted that the frequency and
diversity of flaked stone artifacts declines
dramatically after A.D. 200 (Blitz and
Mann 2000:100).
Artifacts of Ground Stone
Ground stone was found in a greater proportion and variety than the flaked
stone artifacts; provenience, functional type, measurements, and raw material
were recorded for each artifact (Table 9).
I plotted the artifact locations to see if artifacts concentrated in specific blocks, but
they were widely distributed and showed
no significant pattern, although there was
more ground stone found in Block N than
elsewhere. I identified nine functional types: discoidals, abraders, anvils, ear
plugs, hammers, palettes, plummets, perforated stones, celts, and a residual category, modified stone. Modified stone is
worked pieces of ground stone that could
not be identified as one of the functional
types. The functional type definitions are
from Futato (1983) unless otherwise noted.
Discoidal (n=7)
Also known as “chunkey stones,”
these artifacts are round disks with flat
edges, which in historic times were used
by Southeastern native peoples in the competitive “chunkey” game (Figure 24a, b).
In chunkey, the discoidal is rolled down a

court and two competitors launch spears
at the stone to gain points (DeBoer 1993).
The Andrews Place discoidals are all of a
single style known as Bradley, or the biscuit style, which is very simple and standardized (DeBoer 1993). One discoidal
was made of Glendon limestone, the only
artifact of this material at the site (Figure
24a). Glendon limestone is identifiable by
its distinctive microfossils embedded into
the stone’s surface (Steponaitis and Dockery 2011).
Abraders (n=9)
Abraders are whet stones used to
grind down bone and other materials to
form sharp edges. They were identifiable
by deeply ground grooves in the sides of
the stone. All abraders were made of very
coarse sandstones.
Anvils (n=2)
These objects are used as platforms for
grinding and smashing various materials
and are recognized by pitted depressions.
Both anvils are palm-size slabs of ferruginous sandstone.
Ear plug (n=1)
Ear plugs are pieces of round ceramic,
wood, bone, and in this case, highly polished stone that are used as body ornamentation by inserting into the skin. The field
specimen catalog labeled this disk-shaped
object as a discoidal, but that is unlikely
due to its small size.
Hammer Stone (n=1)
Hammer stones are unhafted heavy
stones used as pounders for various tasks,
identified by chipped and battered surfaces.

Fine grey micaceous
sandstone
Hematite

2308 Spatulate Celt Handle

2311 Modified Stone

2314 Discoidal

2313 Discoidal

2316 Palette Fragment

2319 Discoidal

2318 Modified Stone

2318 Modified Stone

2318 Modified Stone

2322 Modified Stone

2320 Modified Stone

2325 Modified Stone

2324 Anvil Stone/Modified Stone

2323 Modified Stone

2323 Abrader/Whet Stone

2331 Discoidal

2331 Modified Stone

A

A

B

B

B

C

C

C

C

E

E

E

E

E

E

E

E

Hematite

Hematite

Tabular hematite

Fine grey micaceous
sandstone

Hematite

Pumice

4.3

5.4

3.5

3.7

5.5

5.9

5.4

Fine grey micaceous
sandstone
Quartzite

8.3

7.3

22.4

Length (cm)

Fine grey micaceous
sandstone

Hematite

Buff micaceous
sandstone

Hematite

Glendon limestone

Soapstone

Greenstone

Hematite

2309 Modified Stone

A

Raw Material

Lot Artifact Type

Block

6.1

11

14

10

7.6

Diameter (cm)

Table 9. Inventory of Ground Stone Artifacts.

0.7

1.3

3.1

2.5

1.2

2.4

1.2

3.6

2.2

1.8

1.3

2.2

1.2

2.6

2.9

1.1

1.9

Thickness (cm)

10.9

68.9

79.4

100.2

99.2

43.5

35.4

38

79.5

63.7

98.8

166.7

77.8

158.5

293.4

39.1

322.4

85.8

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

3

1

Weight (g) Count
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2332 Celt fragment

2337 Modified Stone

2337 Modified Stone

2336 Twice Perforated (Pendant)

2337 Modified Stone

2343 Modified Stone

2344 Abrader/Whet Stone

2341 Modified Stone

2340 Celt fragment

K

K

K

K

M

M

M

M

2335 Discoidal

K

K

2333 Abrader/Whet Stone

K

2332 Pendant

2334 Abrader/Whet Stone

K

K

2330 Perforated Plummet

I

2338 Modified Stone

2329 Plummet

I

2339 Modified Stone

2328 Decorated Palette Fragment

G

K

2326 Modified Stone

F

K

Lot Artifact Type

Block

Green Stone

Hematite

Hematite

Hematite

Hematite

Limonite

Hematite

Hematite

Greenstone

Hematite

UID

Hematite

Fine brown micaceous
sandstone

Fine brown micaceous
sandstone

Hematite

Hematite

Hematite

Coarse micaceous
sandstone

Fine grey micaceous
sandstone

Raw Material

6.2

7.7

4

4.5

5.3

6.2

5.2

5.7

7.3

6

5.9

5.2

5.7

9.3

4.4

8.3

Length (cm)

Table 9. Continued.

6.6

12

Diameter (cm)

1.1

4.8

1.2

1

0.7

0.7

1

1.9

1.1

3.6

3.4

3.3

1.1

2.2

2.9

2.1 (base)

2.4

3.2

Thickness (cm)

37.8

223.1

16.7

28.3

30.5

29.5

40.3

32.8

73.7

31.9

109.3

72

219.6

24.4

107

117.3

31.5

104.3

154.5

1

1

1

1

1

1

43

2

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

Weight (g) Count
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2342 Modified

2345 Hammer stone

2347 Discoidal

2347 Ear Gauge/Plug

2346 Discoidal

2351 Modified Stone

2351 Modified Stone

2351 Modified Stone

2351 Modified Stone

2348 Concretion? w/Drill Hole

2349 Plummet

2350 Modified Stone Fragments

2350 Whet Stone

2350 Whet Stone

2350 Whet Stone

2350 Whet Stone

2315 Ground Stone

2289 Abrader/Whet Stone

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

?

?

Lot Artifact Type

M

Block

Hematite

Hematite

Hematite

Hematite

Pumice

Hematite

Hematite/ Limonite

Hematite

9.5

6.2

8.1

8.9

5.2

8.6

5.8

3.4

16

Fine grey micaceous
sandstone
UID

9.3

Fine grey micaceous
sandstone

1.5

3

3.2

1.4

2.2

5

1.6

1.9

3

2.6

5.3

17

3.8

1.5

1.9

4

0.7

Thickness (cm)

Fine grey micaceous
sandstone

7.1

2.7

5.5

3

Diameter (cm)

2.3

6.2

Length (cm)

Fine grey micaceous
sandstone

Quartzite

Hematite

Chert

Chert

Hematite

Raw Material

Table 9. Continued.

89.9

142.5

182.7

108.1

14.5

177.1

122.8

37

12.5

328.9

364.4

4,471.10

783.3

321

16.9

92.2

183.3

9

1

1

1

1

1

1

12

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

Weight (g) Count
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2289 Abrader/Whet Stone

2289 Modified Stone

2289 Modified Stone

2288 Discoidal Preform or Pitted Anvil
Stone

2288 Modified Stone

2288 Pitted Anvil Stone

2288 Modified Stone

2331 Modified Stone

2327 Perforated Stone (Pendant?)

2611 Celt Fragment

2613 Celt Fragment

2614 Celt Fragment

2615 Celt Fragment

2619 Celt Fragment

2620 Celt Fragment

2622 Celt Fragment

2623 Celt Fragment

?

?

?

?

?

?

?

?

?

?

?

?

?

?

?

?

Lot Artifact Type

?

Block

Greenstone

Greenstone

Greenstone

Greenstone

Greenstone

Greenstone

Greenstone

Greenstone

Limonite

Hematite

Limonite

Hematite

3.6

7.4

5.4

8.1

3.7

9.8

7.7

5.1

6.2

8.5

7.3

7.2

7.4

9.3

Hematite
Limonite

7.4

10.7

9.2

Length (cm)

Hematite

Fine grey micaceous
sandstone

Fine grey micaceous
sandstone

Raw Material

Table 9. Continued.
Diameter (cm)

0.9

1.2

3.3

3.1

2.2

1.4

1.6

3

1

1

1

3.5

3.2

3

2

4.6

2.5

Thickness (cm)

22.1

53.4

59.9

217.3

58.4

73

90.5

112.8

26

28.7

35.8

213.9

260.8

517.4

92.7

285.9

160.4

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

2

1

1

1

1

1

1

Weight (g) Count
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Figure 24. Ground stone artifacts: (a) stone discoidal of Glendon limestone, (b) sandstone discoidal, (c) fragmented stem
of greenstone spatulate celt, (d) edge-decorated formal palette fragment with incised concentric circles and shallow rim
notches, (e) fragment of sandstone bar gorget, and (f) hematite plummet.
Palette (n=2)
Palettes are thin, flat, round disks that
are used to grind down materials to make
paints and dyes. Palettes are a distinctive
Mississippian artifact interpreted as objects of ritual significance. There are two
general kinds of palettes encountered in
Alabama: “informal palettes” without decoration and “formal, edge-decorated” palettes that are more finely crafted (Knight
2010:63). Some of the formal palettes
were kept in sacred bundles and may have
functioned as “portable altars” (Steponaitis
2016). Both palettes are fragments, but di-

ameter was estimated using a rim-diameter
board. Palette fragment 1 is an informal
palette, with an estimated 14 cm diameter,
and stained with yellow limonite pigment.
Palette fragment 2 (Figure 24d) is a formal, edge-decorated palette with incised
concentric circles and shallow rim notches.
Palette 2 most closely resembles a typical
Moundville form (compare to Steponaitis
2016:Figure 7.1e). Both palette fragments
are made of micaceous sandstone; palette
1 is a fine-grained buff-colored sandstone
and palette 2 is a coarser-grained, dark
grey micaceous sandstone. Most Missis-
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sippian palettes from Alabama were made
in and around Moundville from fine grey
micaceous Pottsville sandstone (Davis
2016). However, neither of the Andrews
Place palette’s stone is a good visual match
for the samples of fine grey Pottsville micaceous sandstone available in the lab.
Plummet (n=3)
These ground stones are tear-drop
shaped or cylindrical objects with either
a perforated hole or an engraved ring for
string attachment at the narrow end (Figure 24f). They are thought to be used for
fishing weights or perhaps as decorative
pendants. Each varies in their quality of
production.
Perforated Stone (n=3)
These artifacts are tabular stones with
drill holes to accept a line. These examples
are made of a dark limonite and a light,
fine-grained hematite. [Volume Editor’s
Note: One of these objects appears to be
a broken bar gorget (Figure 24e), possibly
associated with a minor Middle Woodland
component at the site].
Celt (n= 11)
Celts are stone axes. There are two
types at Andrews Place: utilitarian axe
heads that were once hafted to a handle and a single, fragmented example of
a long-stemmed spatulate celt, which is
a rare, non-utilitarian artifact. The celt
axe heads are fragments of finely ground
greenstone and most appear to be the common oval shape with beveled bit and tapering end. The long-stemmed spatulate celt
is missing the spatulate-shaped head. The
remaining stem, broken into three pieces
that conjoin, is a very dark greenstone that
is finely made and highly polished (Figure

24c). Spatulate celts are rare items, possibly serving as a “staff of office” insignia
of rank or similar marker of special social
status. They are usually recovered in burial or ritual mound contexts (see Blitz and
Lorenz 2006:Figure 3.18 for an example).
Long-stemmed spatulate celts are a pan-regional artifact that serves as a horizon
marker for the Early Mississippi period
(Pauketat 1983).
Modified Stone (n=40)
All ground stone that could not be
placed in a functional type was recorded as
modified stone. Many of the pieces put into
the category are highly fragmented, possibly as a byproduct of production or are
unidentified artifact fragments. Many pieces in the original catalog were labeled as
modified stones, but I could find no signs
of modification to them.
Comments on Raw Material Sources
The coastal location of Andrews Place
is mostly lacking in stone sources. Consequently, some of the lithic materials at the
site came from a considerable distance.
The most abundant raw and modified stone
at Andrews Place was ferruginous sandstone, regionally available. This stone has
a red-to-brown color due to its iron content (Futato 1983). Limonite sandstone is
yellow in color and comes from similar
sources as the ferruginous sandstone. The
next most popular raw stone material was
non-local greenstone, available in central
and eastern Alabama (Gall and Steponaitis 2001). The fine grey micaceous sandstone comes from the Pottsville formation
in central Alabama. Closest source of the
Fort Payne chert is the Tennessee River
valley. Glendon limestone is non-local; it
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occurs in a formation that extends from the
Mississippi River east into interior southwestern Alabama (Steponaitis and Dockery 2011). Tallahatta sandstone is available

about 80-100 miles north of the site. The
most exotic stone is a lump of pumice, a
volcanic rock; the source is unknown.
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9. Vertebrate Faunal Remains from Andrews Place
Elizabeth McFarland and Alicia Rosato
The bones analyzed in this section are
those vertebrate animal remains recovered
at Andrews Place which are not further
modified into artifacts. The faunal bone
from Andrews Place cannot be considered
representative of the full range of animal
resources or the proportions of animals
exploited by the ancient inhabitants due to
sampling bias. No screens or flotation were
used in excavation, so the smaller bones,
such as delicate fish bones, cannot be expected to have been recovered in proportion to their presence in the midden. Layers
of fish bones were observed in the midden
(Wimberly 1960:38), but are not well represented in the sample. Many of the bags
had only vertebrae or long bones, as might
be expected if workers only bagged the
larger visible bones as they encountered
them. Due to these limitations, our goal is
straight-forward: to identify some of the
species that were important enough to be
consumed by the Andrews Place people.
The only invertebrate remains in the collection are a small quantity of oyster shell
and some worked lightning whelk (see
Kennedy and Arthur, this volume).
We used the following basic references to identify taxon: Gilbert (1990), Gilbert
et al. (1996), and Reitz and Wing (1999).
A small comparative collection from the
Alabama Museum of Natural History
was available, and we received basic in-

struction from Lynn Funkhouser, doctoral
student in the UA Department of Anthropology. We recorded taxon, element, age,
and modifications. Table 10 is a summary
of vertebrate faunal remains. Table 11 is a
species specific summary of fish remains.
Comments on the Vertebrate Faunal
Sample
The total number of individual specimens examined was 559, in the following
proportions: large mammal (71 percent),
fish (10 percent), reptile (7 percent), small
mammal (6 percent), bird (4 percent), and
unidentified (2 percent). The vast majority of the sample was white-tailed deer, although only two rib fragments were present. Fish bones were dominated by large
drum and catfish, with smaller bones absent. Again, these examples indicate that
the sample is not representative of bone
element proportions. Alligator was the predominate reptile in the sample. Two black
bear bones were present. Bear and alligator are uncommon in many Southeastern
faunal assemblages, but were worked into
bone tools at the site (see Kennedy and Arthur, this volume).
Bone modifications noted were cut
marks, burns, teeth marks, and modifications for tool use. The majority of the cut
marks were at the joints of long bones,
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with a few examples on cranial pieces.
Burnt examples were usually charred on
just one side of the bone, suggesting the
animals were roasted. Teeth marks are
most likely from dogs and other animals
after bone discard. We encountered a few
bones modified in the course of bone tool
manufacture, which indicates that not all

bone artifacts were identified and separated from the fauna category when the collection was accessioned. Artifacts of bone
and shell are presented in the following
section. Also found bagged in the faunal
category were disarticulated human skeletal elements, identified by Funkhouser
(this volume).
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Table 10. Inventory of Vertebrate Faunal Remains.
Taxon

Adult Infant

Juvenile

Total

Aquatic

59

59

Fish

14

14

14

14

2

2

Vertebra
Shell
UID Fragments
UID
Palatine

2

2

43

43

1

1

UID

7

7

Various

24

24

11

11

Aviary

12

12

UID

12

12

Vertebra

UID long bone

12

12

Mammal

432

2

1

435

Deer

417

1

1

419

Antler

6

6

Cranial

22

22

Cranial (Teeth)

5

5

Femur

48

Femur

1

1

Foot/Heel

35

35

Humerus

59

59

Mandible

3

3

Metapodial

44

44

Pelvic

6

6

Pelvis

10

10

Radius

19

19

Rib

3

3

Scapula

35

35

Tarsal

1

1

Tibia

61

61

1

1

50

UID

7

7

UID long bone

17

17

Ulna

6

6

Vertebra

29

UID
Femur
UID small

29
1
1

15

1
1
15
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Table 10. Continued.
Taxon

Adult Infant

Juvenile

Total

UID

3

3

Ulna

1

1

Various

11

11

53

53

33

33

Humerus

1

1

Mandible

3

3

Scute

1

1

Reptile
Alligator

UID long bone

1

1

Vertebra

19

19

Vertebra and UID long bone

8

8

4

4

4

4

16

16

Various

8

8

Vertebra

8

8

Turtle
Carapace/Plastron
UID

Total

556

2

1

559

Vertebra

1940.7.2575 Drum

Operculum

1940.7.2575 Black Drum
Pneumatic Spine

Vertebra

1940.7.2575 Crevalle Jack

Spine Support

Cleithrum

1940.7.2575 Crevalle Jack

1940.7.2575 Drum

Cleithrum

1940.7.2575 Drum

Operculum

1940.7.2575 Crevalle Jack

1940.7.2572 Crevalle Jack

1940.7.2575 Sheepshead

Vert w/Spine

1940.7.2572 Crevalle Jack

Vertebra

Cleithrum

1940.7.2572 Crevalle Jack

1940.7.2572 Drum

Cleithrum

1940.7.2572 Black Drum

Vertebra

Operculum

1940.7.2572 Black Drum

Pneumatic Spine

Operculum

1940.7.2572 Black Drum

1940.7.2572 Drum

Upper Pharyngeal

1940.7.2572 Black Drum

1940.7.2572 Crevalle Jack

Upper Pharyngeal
Upper Pharyngeal

1940.7.2572 Black Drum

Vertebra

1940.7.2165 Carcharhinus

Element
Vertebra

Taxon

1940.7.2148 Galeocerdo

ID No.

2

1

3

1

1

1

1

1

5

2

2

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

6

1

NISP

7.7

3.6

21.4

15.7

5.2

16.5

7.6

3.3

24.6

15.5

7.8

4

6.6

10.4

13.5

13.9

5.3

10.7

10.7

27.7

5.9

Weight

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

One drilled through center

Ring/Ornament

Modification

Table 11. Species Specific Summary of Fish Remains.

n/a

n/a

n/a

70-80

n/a

80-90

80-90

30-35

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

50-60

70-80

60-70

70-80

60-80

60-70

70-80

n/a

n/a

Size
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Vertebra
Pneumatic Spine
Vertebra

1940.7.2577 Crevalle Jack

1940.7.2577 Drum

1940.7.2577 Drum

Cleithrum

Element

1940.7.2577 Crevalle Jack

Taxon
Preoperculum

ID No.

1940.7.2577 Sheepshead

2

5

2

1

1

NISP

7.6

57.2

9.6

10.6

4.1

Weight

Table 11. Continued.

None

None

None

None

None

Modification

Size

n/a

n/a

n/a

90-100

35-40
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10. Bone and Shell Artifacts
Kelsey Kennedy and Allison Arthur
Bone and shell artifact analysis is not
as common as pottery and stone tool analysis for most Southeastern sites due to poor
preservation (Davis et al. 1983). However, these artifacts represent an important
and varied technology at Andrews Place,
and at other regional coastal sites. We had
two goals in our study of bone and shell
artifacts. First, we wanted to identify the
species used to make the artifacts in order to know which animals the people of
Andrews Place considered useful for more
than just food. Second, we hoped to determine the general function of the artifacts to
provide insights into the cultural activities
that occurred at the site.
All lots listed in the museum accession catalog as bone tools, shell artifacts
and modified bone were sorted and classified into two basic categories of functional
types: utilitarian and ornamental. Utilitarian bone and shell tools were bone awls,
bone needle, socketed bone points, antler
tine chisel, antler tine point, whelk shell
dippers, hafted whelk shell tools, and hafted oyster shell tools. Ornamental bone and
shell artifacts were bone pins, shell pendants, tooth pendants, bone rings, and antler rings. Modified bone was bone that was
cut or worked but could not be placed into
one of the functional types. Table 12 presents the total inventory arranged by block,
artifact type, and animal of origin.

White-tailed deer (n=83) made up
more than half of the entire sample of bone
and shell (n=165). Alligator (n=22) was
the second-most abundant worked bone; in
most cases, it was used for the largest tools.
There were also 11 bone tools from different species of bird, including wood stork
(Mycteria americana, n=2), duck (species
unidentified, n=1), goose (species unidentified, n=1), turkey (Meleagris gallopavo,
n=4), and unidentified bird (n=3). It is less
common to find bird bone being used for
tools in the Southeast (Price 2009), probably because they are hollow and delicate.
Surprisingly, there was little modified shell
in this collection. It is likely that worked
shell is underrepresented due to sampling
bias; perhaps the excavators considered it
necessary to only collect a few examples
or the shell tools went unnoticed in the
mass of shell that composed the midden.
Utilitarian Bone and Shell Artifacts
Bone Awl (n=58)
Awls made up the largest number of
tools in the assemblage (Figure 25a-c).
Since the definition of awl varies depending on the researcher, we define awl as
bone with one end worked to a point (the
sharpened “tip” or distal end of the tool),
and one end lightly worked or untouched,
the base or handle end of the tool (Kidder
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Count

Species

2144

Lot

Block Type
A

socketed bone tool

1

deer

2146

A

bone awl

1

alligator

2147

A

dipper

1

whelk shell

2148

A

antler ring

1

deer

2150

A

bone awl

1

deer

2151

A

socketed bone tool

2

deer

2152

A

bone awl

1

deer

2153

A

socketed bone tool

1

deer

2154

A

modified bone

1

-

2155

A

bone awl

1

deer

2156

A

modified bone

4

-

2157

A

socketed bone tool

1

deer

2158

A

bone awl

1

deer

2159

A

bone awl

1

deer

2160

A

modified bone

1

deer

2161

C

bone awl

1

deer

2161

A

socketed bone tool, modified bone

7

deer

2162

A

modified bone

4

deer

2163

B

tooth pendant

1

alligator

2164

B

modified bone

1

-

2165

B

ornamental bone

6

-

2166

C

bone awl

1

deer

2167

C

socketed bone tool

1

alligator

2168

C

bone needle

2

2169

C

bone awl

2170

C

bone ring

deer

1

fish

2171

C

bone awl

1

deer

2172

C

bone awl

1

deer

2173

C

socketed bone tool

2

deer

2174

C

bone awl

4

deer

2175

C

modified bone

1

alligator

2176

C

antler tip

3

deer

2177

C

bone needle

3

-

2178

C

bone pendant

1

-

2180

C

bone awl

1

deer

2182

C

bone awls

3

alligator

2182

C

bone awls

3

deer

2182

C

bone awls

3

deer
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Table 12. Continued.
Count

Species

2182

Lot

Block Type
C

modified bone

2

alligator

2183

C

modified bone

2

(possible) wood stork

2184

C

modified bone

4

-

2185

D

socketed bone tool

1

alligator

2186

D

bone ring

1

-

2187

D

bone awl

1

deer

2189

D

modified bone

2

deer

2190

D

modified bone

2

deer

2191

D

modified bone

2

deer

2192

D

bone awl

1

turkey

2193

E

bone needle

4

deer

2194

E

bone awl

1

turkey

2195

E

bone awl

2

deer

2196

E

bone awl

1

deer

2197

E

bone needle

1

UID bird

2198

E

bone awl

1

deer

2201

-

socketed bone tool

1

deer

2203

E

socketed bone tool

6

deer

2204

E

socketed bone tool

2

deer

2204

E

socketed bone tool

2

bobcat

2206

E

socketed bone tool

1

deer

2207

E

socketed bone tool

1

alligator

2208

E

bone awl

1

deer

2209

E

modified bone

12

alligator

2209

E

modified bone

12

box turtle

2209

E

modified bone

12

deer

2209

E

tooth

12

bear

2210

E

modified bone

1

deer

2211

E

modified bone

2

deer

2212

E

bone awl

1

alligator

2213

E

bone awl

deer

2214

E

socketed bone tool

1

goose

2215

E

modified bone

2

-

2215

E

modified bone

2

alligator

2216

E

socketed bone tool

1

raccoon

2218

F

bone awl

1

deer

2221

G

bone awl

1

-

2222

G

bone awl

1

-
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Table 12. Continued.
Lot
2223

Block Type
G

Count

bone Awl

Species
alligator

2224

I

bone awl

1

deer

2226

I

bone awl

4

UID bird

2227

I

socketed bone tool

1

deer

2228

I

socketed bone tool

1

deer

2229

I

socketed bone tool

1

raccoon

2231

I

bone awl

1

deer

2234

I

socketed bone tool

1

deer

2235

I

bear tooth

1

bear

2236

I

bone awl

1

deer

2238

I

socketed bone tool

2

deer

2241

I

socketed bone tool

1

deer

2243

-

bone ring

1

-

2244

I

socketed bone tool, modified bone

2

alligator

2245

-

modified bone

2

deer

2245

-

modified Bone

2

(possible) wood stork

2246

-

modified bone

3

deer

2247

I

antler/modified bone

2

deer

2248

-

bone awl

2

deer

2248

-

bone awl

2

deer

2249

-

modified bone

2

-

2250

-

modified bone

3

deer

2251

-

modified bone

2

deer

2252

-

modified bone

2

-

2253

I

bone awl

1

deer

2254

-

modified bone

2

deer

2255

-

modified bone

1

deer

2257

J

bone awl

1

alligator

2258

j

socketed bone tool

1

deer

2260

J

bone awl

1

raccoon

2261

J

bone awl

3

medium mammal/reptile

2261

J

modified bone

3

large mammal

2261

j

needle

3

large mammal

2262

A

bone pendant

1

-

2263

C

socketed bone tool

1

raccoon

2264

J

modified bone

2

human

2265

K

shell

1

-

2266

K

bone awl

1

deer
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Table 12. Continued.
Lot

Block Type

Count

Species
deer

2267

K

bone awl

1

2268

K

bone awl

2

deer

2269

K

bone awl

1

alligator

2270

K

bone awl

1

deer

2271

K

modified bone

1

-

2272

K

missing

-

-

2273

K

socketed bone tool

1

deer

2274

M

shell columella

1

whelk shell

2275

K

bone awl

1

deer

2276

M

shell columella

1

whelk shell

2277

K

bone awl

1

deer

2278

K

bone awl

1

deer

2280

M

socketed bone tool

1

alligator

2281

M

socketed bone tool

1

turkey

2282

M

bone awl

1

unident. bird

2283

M

bone awl

1

deer

2284

-

bone awl

1

deer

2285

N

bone awl

1

duck

2286

N

bone ring

1

2287

N

antler chisel

1

deer

2290

N

hafted shell tool/hammers

9

whelk, oyster shell

2291

N

bone awl

1

deer

2292

N

bone awl

1

large mammal

2293

N

socketed bone tool

1

alligator

2294

-

socketed bone tool

1

small mammal

2295

N

bone pin

1

small mammal

2296

N

socketed bone tool

1

alligator

2297

N

socketed bone tool

3

alligator

2298

N

socketed bone tool

1

alligator

2299

N

socketed bone tool

1

alligator

2300

N

modified antler

2

deer

2301

N

bone awl

1

deer

2302

N

modified bone

5

deer

2302

N

modified bone

5

(possible) whale

2303

N

bone awl

2

deer

2304

N

bone pin

1

large mammal

2305

N

modified bone

1

-

2306

N

modified bone

2

large mammal
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Table 12. Continued.
Lot

Block Type

Count

Species

modified bone and awl

3

deer

2307

N

2561

-

bone awl

1

deer

2562

-

socketed bone tool

2

deer

2563

-

socketed bone tool

1

deer

2564

-

socketed bone tool

1

bear

2565

-

bone awl

1

alligator

2567

-

bone awl

1

deer

2568

-

modified bone

1

turkey

2570

-

modified bone

1

deer

and Baroness 1981; Newcomer 1974). We
understand that such a general definition
may include tools that other archaeologists
may classify as gouges or spatulas (e.g.,
Price 2008:233-234), but in the absence
of more specific functional evidence, we
think this definition serves its purpose. The
vast majority of awls were made of deer
bone (n=41), usually the right ulna, which
is consistent with awls in other parts of
North America and the Gulf Coast, and
presumably a bias chosen for handedness
(Kidder and Baroness 1981; Price 2009).
Our awl sample is mostly congruent with
other sources, which list raccoon and other
small mammals as another common source
for awls (Davis et al.1983; Price 2008,
2009). What makes the Andrews Place awl
assemblage distinctive is the use of alligator bone (n=7).
We took measurements of the tip
or pointed (distal) end of bone awls. We
chose to analyze tip size because we assumed awls were used for punching holes
in hide and other materials, which is the
most common functional interpretation.
We hypothesized that there would be distinct tip-size categories to reflect the need
to create holes of different sizes. We measured where the tip starts to taper, or where
it was worked more heavily to create the

point. Contrary to our expectation that tip
size would form different size clusters for
different tasks, bone awl tip sizes were
clustered from 0.90 to 1.80 cm; many have
the exact same measurements (Figure 26).
This finding suggested to us that the awl
makers were attempting to create awls
with very similar tip sizes. Our finding
may support other studies that concluded
that awls were not multi-functional, but
were “task-specific” and “generally had a
single, specific function” (St-Pierre 2007).
Socketed Bone Tools (n=57)
Socketed bone tools are different in
form compared to awls (Figure 25d-f).
They tend to be larger, round sections of
dense long bones, with one side of the bone
removed at a shallow angle and sharpened
to create a point, and the other end of the
tool is a hollowed-out, open socket to receive a handle (see Kidder and Barondess
1981 and Price 2009 for similar tools).
This creates a very distinctive hafted tool
with a wide, sharp point and short shaft.
Socketed bone tools are most likely projectile points that functioned as gigs or harpoon heads. Many are well polished by use
wear, so some must have been retrieved after use. Deer (n=19) is the most frequently
used animal for these bone tools, but the
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Figure 25. Bone awls (a-c) and socketed bone tools (d-f).
bones of large predators were also used
(n=37). Of these, alligator (n=10) makes
up a slightly larger percentage of socketed bone tools compared to alligator bone
awls. Bobcat (n=1) and black bear (n=1)
bone were also fashioned into socketed
bone tools. Alligator bone typically had
wider bases as socketed bone tools, but the
biggest single example was the bear bone.
Because they differ in form from awls,
we assumed socketed bone tools had a
different function. For this reason, we took
the measurements of 37 complete tools at
the thickest part of the base at the socket,
because we believed this to be the most relevant measure for a tool that was attached
to a spear or dart shaft. There is greater
variation in the widths of the socketed bone
tool bases than in the tips of the awls (Fig-

ure 27). This variation is probably because
bases are to some degree pre-determined
by the width of the bone; whereas awl tips
are intentionally reduced to a specific size.
Even so, the makers preferred tool base
widths between 1.45 and 2.45 cm. Figure
28a, c, e illustrates an early stage in the
production of a socketed bone tool.
Additional illustrations of bone awls
and socketed bone tools from the Andrews
Place site are found online at the University of Alabama Office of Archaeological
Research (2017) website: Fifty Years of Alabama Archaeology.
Antler Tine Artifacts (n=2)
These are the short, pointed ends of
deer antlers, suitable for various utilitarian
tasks that required a tool with a hard point.
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Figure 26. Distribution of bone awl tip widths.
Bone Needle (n=8)
These artifacts are short, slender, and
smooth slivers of bone sharpened to a
point.
Modified Bone (n=42)
A category of “modified bone” was
listed in the museum accession catalog.
These artifacts had been worked, but were
incomplete, broken, or so worn that we did
not assign them to a functional type (Figure 28b). Most of the modified bone that
could be identified to animal of origin were
deer (n=20), alligator (n=4), bird (n=3),
whale or dolphin (species unidentified,
n=1), and unidentified (n=11). There was
one worked human bone (see Funkhouser,
this volume).
Hafted Oyster Shell Tools (n=3)
These large oyster shells have circular perforations for attachment to a handle
(Figure 29a).

Lightning Whelk Shell “Dipper” (n=1)
This is a large lightning whelk (Busycon sinistrum) shell (Figure 30). Such
shells have been used in the native Southeast from at least the Late Archaic period
to the present day as dippers, in particular
to serve the ritual “black drink” tea, Ilex
vomitoria (Marquardt and Kozuch 2016).
There appears to be grinding or cutting in
two places: a groove at the anterior end of
the shell and some removal of shell along
the outer edge of the whorl. These alterations suggest use as a dipper.
Worked Lightning Whelk Shell (n=5)
These whelk shells have been cut (Figure 29b), ground, and battered in various
degrees of modification. One shell has a
perforation cut in the whorl to attach a handle; the anterior end is battered, suggesting
use as a hammer or pick (Marquardt and
Kozuch 2016). Two shells have columella sections and posterior spirals cut from
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Figure 27. Distribution of socketed bone tool base widths.
the shell. One shell has a square section
cut from the whorl. These cut shells are the
modifications expected in the production
of shell ornaments.
Shell columella (n=2)
These are two pieces of shell cut
from the columella of the lightning whelk
(Busycon sinistrum). It is unclear if these
columella sections are worn-out cutting
tools or a stage/product in the manufacture
of shell artifacts.
Ornamental Bone and Shell Artifacts
Bone Pin (n=4)
Pins are slender shafts of bone carved
from deer metapodials. Pin lengths ranged
7.9-13.5 cm in length and were highly polished. Due to their length, delicate structure, and polish, these artifacts would have
been suitable as garment fasteners or hair
pins. While having a potential practical
use, the delicate form and relative rarity
suggests that pins had a decorative value to
their owners. We recognize that the category of pins may include more than one kind

of tool depending on length, wear, and other factors (Byrd 2011).
Turtle Shell Pendant (n=1)
The top of this cut carapace piece is
perforated for attachment (Figure 28d).
Alligator Tooth Pendant (n=1)
This tooth is drilled for suspension
(Figure 28g).
Large Bone Ring (n=2)
These rings, one made from deer metapodial (3.1 cm diameter) and the other of
antler (2.8 cm diameter), are highly polished and thin. Perhaps they adorned ears
or noses as they appear too large for finger
rings.
Small Bone Ring (n=2)
These rings are cut from fish vertebrae;
diameters are 1.65 cm and 1.8 cm (Figure
32f).
Bear Canine (n=13)
These teeth were presumably for use
as decorative objects.
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Figure 28. Bone artifacts: (a, c, e) production stages of socketed
bone tools, (b) bone modified by cutting, (d) drilled turtle shell, (f)
ring, and (g) drilled alligator tooth.
Additional Comments on Bone and
Shell Artifacts
There was a bias towards utilitarian
tools over ornamental tools in the Andrews
Place collection, but we cannot say for sure
if this reflects the cultural practices at the
site or an error created by incomplete collection during excavation. Deer was the
main source of bone for every tool category, but it is noteworthy that alligator bone
was important as well. A brief scan of the
literature gives the impression that alligator bone tools are rarely found. Certainly,
they would have been daunting to harpoon
with the socketed bone points, but nevertheless were an animal of importance to
the Andrews Place people.

Awls were made with a great deal of
precision, with 46 out of the total 58 having a variation in tip size of only .90 cm.
The Andrews Place people were using
large, dense bones to create their tools,
especially for the socketed bone tools. We
speculate that this is because they were trying to select bones that were hard, dense,
and durable. In many cases, the tools were
very smoothed and polished, which could
be another sign they were used repeatedly. Working bones of such large size and
density with this precision would require a
great deal of effort. The sandstone abraders
identified by Boatwright (this volume) are
one such tool. The relative abundance of
bone tools compared to the very low numbers of hafted stone bifaces leads us to con-
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Figure 29. Shell artifacts: (a) perforated oyster shell and (b)
lightning whelk, note hole in posterior end where shell was cut
and removed.

Figure 30. Lightning whelk dipper.
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clude that bone tools were of upmost importance to the people of Andrews Place.
The ornamental bone artifacts in our
collection were all highly and uniformly
polished. The pins in the bone tool assemblage had several potential uses. If a pin
has evenly distributed wear, then it is consistent with the function of pins as fasteners or hairpins. However, if the pins have
evidence of gouges and deep striations,
this uneven wear does not support decorative use (Byrd 2011). The pins in our collection have even wear without any nicks,
and they are long and slender, consistent
with use as hairpins or clothing fasteners.

The fishbone rings were a small diameter,
and if used as a finger ring would only fit
exceptionally thin fingers, such as those of
a child.
In studying bone and shell artifacts,
we have learned that functional interpretations are speculative and based on limited
evidence. Experimentation with replicated bone tools, microwear analysis, better
associations and context, and more comparative studies, can lead to a greater understanding of how bone and shell artifacts
were used and how to classify them (Kidder and Baroness1981; St-Pierre 2007).
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11. A Bioarchaeological Analysis of the Human Remains
from Andrews Place
Marie Elaine Danforth
The northern coast of the Gulf of
Mexico, stretching from western Florida
to western Louisiana, has been the focus
of surprisingly little bioarchaeological
analysis (Danforth 2002, 2007; Rose and
Harmon 1989). Andrews Place did yield
a small number of human skeletons upon
excavation in the early 1940s, and the two
best preserved skeletons were examined
by Marshall Newman (1960). Typical of
the time, his approach was very typological with many cranial measurements taken.
The entire sample, however, was not comprehensively analyzed for health, nutrition,
and activity markers until 2004. The findings are reported here.
Although no radiocarbon dating was
conducted for the burials and no artifacts
were present with the burials, for reasons
discussed below it is most likely these people belonged to the Early Mississippian period. At inland sites, such as Moundville,
this period was the height of chiefdom
development with its corollary cultural
changes of maize horticulture, ascribed
social status, mounded sites, and increased
population density. Considerable uncertainty exists, however, as to the degree
the coastal populations also adopted these
changes. Perhaps the most crucial consideration concerns subsistence practices.
The potential of the coast in terms of subsistence opportunities would seem to have

been quite plentiful with a broad mix of
marine and riverine resources, faunal and
floral, available.
Despite this apparent abundance, there
is considerable controversy in terms of how
energy efficient exploitation of the coastal
resources would have been. Lewis (1988)
has argued that the time and effort necessary to gather the plant products or catch
the marine animals would have made these
food items less attractive than the deer and
nuts only a few miles inland. In addition,
many researchers, including Curren (1976)
and Knight (1984), believe that the soils
of the area are simply too poor to support
horticulture for full-time residency. Without the surplus associated with maize, the
region never experienced the other changes associated with domestication, such as
sedentism, ranking, and population density. Thus, coastal sites remained seasonal
extraction camps.
Recently, however, Blitz and Mann
(2000) have suggested that areas of the
coast, especially around deltas and small
bayous, could indeed support larger communities. As evidence, they offer the fact
that there are mounded sites at most such
locations. Furthermore, they argue that
maize horticulture is present. Although
analysis of the human remains from Andrews Place and other small sites on the
northern Gulf Coast will not provide any
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definitive answers, it represents a source of
evidence independent of the traditional archaeological record that potentially can be
of great value.
Materials and Methods
Nine individuals were recovered in
nine separate burials at Andrews Place.
They were analyzed for sex and age using traditional indicators (Bass 1987). The
findings by individual are given in Table
13. Standard measurements, pathologies,
and activity markers were recorded according to Buikstra and Ubelaker (1994).
The metric results will not be directly discussed here, but are presented in Tables 14
and 15. Comparative health data for other
regional sites are taken from Danforth et
al. (2002).
Results and Discussion
Although the Andrews Place population with its small sample size offers far
less than the ideal skeletal collection from
which to draw conclusions, a few trends
do appear evident. First, childhood seems
to have been relatively healthy for inhabitants. When stature is compared with other
coastal populations dating to the Woodland
and Mississippian, the Andrews group is
among the tallest seen. Stature was calculated using Trotter-Gleser Mongoloid formulae for males and Trotter-Gleser white
formulae for females (Trotter and Gleser
1958). In terms of change over time, there
might arguably be a small drop in mean female stature, but that unfortunately cannot
be established without results from more
Woodland populations.
Frequencies of two other childhood
health indicators show mixed findings (Table 16). The incidence of linear enamel

hypoplasias, which are growth disruptions
that manifest as transverse furrows on the
anterior teeth, appears to increase into the
Mississippian. Two out of three individuals with incisors and/or canines present in
the Andrews Place sample show lesions,
and both occur around age four. Unfortunately, all the coastal populations present
challenges to the evaluation of hypoplasias
in that attrition is usually so heavy that
most front teeth are reduced to small nubs.
Furthermore, the Harvey site (22HR534)
collection had only a small handful of teeth
among the remains for the 13 individuals
represented.
Patterns of anemia offer more tantalizing and potentially valuable information,
however, since iron deficiency is commonly associated with a maize-based diet
(El-Najjar et al 1976), although this has
more recently been challenged by Walker
and colleagues (2009) who now suggest
that lesions are more likely related to B12
deficiency. As may be seen, incidences
were consistently low in both time periods (Table 17). Porotic hyperostosis was
potentially present in a few individuals
from Andrews Place as a very light spray
of porosities, but none were accompanied
by any sort of bone thickening. Thus, they
were not scored as having iron deficiency
present. This pattern was found to be typical of the region in that none of the other
coastal populations had high levels of porotic hyperostosis.
Caries are an even more specific indicator of diet, and they are essentially
non-existent as well in any coastal population from either the Woodland or Mississippian. It also must be noted that attrition and caries can be inversely correlated
in that lesions are worn away before they
have time to form. Heavy wear was found
to be characteristic of the coastal groups,

F

M?

7

8

V

V/D = Ventral/Dorsal

E/F = Extended/Flexed

P/S/D = Primary/Secondary/Disturbed

Skull, various long bones

Skull, long bones, hand

Various long bone frags, feet

Skull verts, ribs, most long bones

Skull, pelvis frags, most long bones

Skull, pelvis, some long bones

Mandible, all long bones, few others

Skull, pelvis, verts, most long bones

Skull, verts, many long bones

Skull frags, pelvis, most long bones

Entire skeleton except R femur

2 Adults

Southeast

Southeast

Southeast

Southeast

Southeast

Southeast

Southeast

Southeast

1 Juv. and 1 Adult

D

D

D

Misc. B

F

F

F

E

E

F

Misc. C

S

P

S/D

S/D

P

P

P/S/D E/F V/D Orientation Basic Inventory

Radius, leg long bones

> 3 Adults

20-30

Adult

30+

Adult

Adult

35-45

40-45

35-50

Age

1 Adult

Misc. A

Misc. A, Cut #2

likely 1 M and 1 F

M

6

9

F

F?

3

5

F?

2

4

M

F?

1

Sex

Burial

Table 13. Age and Sex Distribution, Burial Characteristics, and Basic Inventory of Human Remains from Andrews Place.
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Table 14. Craniometrics from Andrews Place.
Measurement

1

3 4, #1 4, #2 5

8

Maximum length

(165) --

--

--

-- (170)

Maximum breadth

(153) --

--

--

--

--

Basion-bregma

(130) --

--

--

--

--

Auricular height

(109) --

--

--

-- (112)

Min frontal diameter

(99)

--

--

--

--

Frontal chord

(107) --

--

--

-- (114)

(95)

Total facial breadth

116

--

--

--

-- (139)

Midfacial breadth

103

--

--

--

--

106

L orbital height

39

--

--

--

--

33

L orbital breadth

(41)

--

--

--

--

44

Alveolar breadth

(53)

--

--

--

--

66

Nasion-basion

94

--

--

--

--

--

Basion-prosthion

92

--

--

--

--

--

Upper facial height

67

--

--

--

--

--

Nasal height

49

--

--

--

--

--

Nasal breadth

27

--

--

--

--

--

Bigonial breadth

106

--

--

--

--

--

Symphyseal height

(36)

--

--

--

--

--

Mandibular body height

34

28

31

35

--

--

Mandibular body width

11

10

11

12

--

--

32 36
117o --

--

--

34

--

--

--

--

--

Min ramus breadth
Gonial angle

Parentheses indicate estimated values.
Measurements in mm

Table 15. Mean Stature in Prehistoric Populations from
Alabama-Mississippi Gulf Coast.
Period and Site

(N)

Males (N)

Females (N)

13

168.0 (4)

162.5 (2)

> 9

170.5 (2)

160.2 (3)

Copeland’s Landing

18

167.4 (5)

159.6 (6)

Pine Log Creek

>12

169.0 (1)

--

Tate’s Hammock

3

165.5 (1)

156.0 (1)

Bayou La Batre

3

--

159.5 (1)

Early Woodland
Harvey
Mississippian
Andrews Place

Stature measurements in cm

none

none

none

6

7

8

none

4, #1

N/A

none

3

none

none

2

5

none

1

4, #2

Caries

Burial

none

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

1 sl episode

1 mod episode

LEH

none

none

none

N/A

none

none

none

none

none

Anemia

--

none

none

healed ulna fracture, healed cranial trauma

Trauma

vertebral

none

none

none

fractured mandible?

--

proximal ulna

none

TMJ disease --

vertebral

vertebral

N/A

vertebral

Arthritis

Table 16. Distribution of Pathologies by Burial at Andrews Place.
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Table 17. Frequencies of Pathologies among Prehistoric Populations
from Alabama-Mississippi Gulf Coast.
Period and Site

N

Anemia Infection

LEH

Caries/Ind

Early Woodland
Harvey

13

0.09

0.25

0.00

0

>9

0.00

0.88

0.67

0

Mississippian
Andrews Place
Copeland’s Landing

19

0.00

0.55

0.50

0

>12

0.17

0.00

0.55

0

Fowl River

5

0.00

0.25

0.00

0.25

Tate’s Hammock

3

0.00

0.33

0.33

0

Bayou La Batre

3

N/A

0.00

N/A

N/A

Salt Marsh Mound

1

0.00

0.00

N/A

N/A

Pine Log Creek

and likely resulted from consumption of
gritty products in the diet, such as sand
and small fish bone. Dental microwear
analysis using scanning election microscopy showed many large scratches and pits,
supporting this etiology. Attrition, however, should not affect caries formed in the
cemento-enamel junction region. Thus, the
lack of lesions in this part of the tooth suggests that the degree of carbohydrates in
the diet was not high during either period.
One health indicator that does seem to
change over time is the incidence of infectious conditions. Periosteal striations were
seen on the surface of many of the long
bones, especially the tibiae (Table 18).
These striations have been called “generalized bone disease” by Martin et al. (1990)
reflecting that the etiology of the condition is not understood, but they do have a
pathological origin. Bony changes resulting from infectious agents are somewhat
better recognized. The bacteria, most commonly Stapholococcus, can be introduced
into the body via open wounds, consuming
tainted foods, and many other sources. Lesions affecting only the outer layer of bone
are called periostitis whereas those that in-

vade through to the medullary cavity are
called osteomyelitis. Not only is hygiene
more of a challenge with sedentism, but
transmission of infectious agents is aided
by higher population density.
As may be seen in Table 18, eight of
nine individuals at Andrews Place exhibited periostitis on at least one long bone and/
or moderate striations on the tibiae. None
of the lesions was judged to be osteomyelitis, but some of the cases suggest the cause
of the lesions may be treponemal, which
refers to the genus of bacteria responsible
for syphilis. At Andrews Place, two sets of
tibiae (Burials 3 and 4-#2) exhibit some
degree of anterior bowing, a traditional
marker of treponematosis. A third individual, Burial 1, showed changes in facial
bone that also have been associated with
the syndrome. There was some enlargement of the nasal aperture with blunting
and thickening of the surrounding bone; all
four upper incisors were lost antemortem
whereas the rest of the dentition was intact.
The palate did not appear to be affected nor
was the cranial vault. In other series from
the region, Marshall Newman (1960) indicated one individual from Copeland’s Bay-
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Table 18. Distribution of Infectious Lesions at Andrews Landing.
Burial

Age

1

Adult

Sex Extent of Lesions
M Extensive periostitis on one humerus and femur, both tibiae

2

Adult

F? Striations on both tibiae with some healed periostitis

3

Adult

F? Periostitis on femora, lower arm bones, tibiae slightly anteriorly bowed

4, #1

Adult

F

Striations on tibiae

4, #2

Adult

-- Tibia with periostitis, anterior bowing

5

Adult

6

Adult

F? Striations on tibiae, mild-moderate periostitis on fibulae
M Very slight striations on tibiae, but scored as not present

7

Adult

F

8

Adult

M Both tibiae heavily striated with mild healed periostitis, nasal

Moderate periostitis on tibiae, mild periostitis on fibulae
area shows blunting of borders with loss of upper Is; no cranial
lesions seen

ou had “syphilis,” but the only evidence
was heavy periostitis on a fragment of tibia
and fibula. Incidence of infection at that
site was still relatively high. These findings
are supportive of higher settlement density
than earlier times.
The most parsimonious picture consistent with the pattern of health indicators at
Andrews Place is a site at which the cultural changes associated with chiefdom political organization did not have an observable impact. This is most easily seen in the
lack of evidence for a maize-based diet, either through the expression of a high caries
rate or a high anemia rate. Although other
sites in the region do not consistently display anemia rates greater than those seen at
Andrews Place (Danforth et al. 2012), they
do exhibit caries levels very close to or exceeding the informal 2.0 lesions/individual
threshold noted by Rose et al. (1991:10)
to indicate horticulture. This, of course,
does not negate any consumption of maize

whatsoever, and here the potential analysis
of the botanical assemblage from Andrews
Place and other coastal sites will be crucial
in subsistence reconstruction.
Conclusions
In summary, the bioarchaeological
analysis of the human remains from Andrews Place provides us with preliminary
indications of a population that appears to
be well adapted to its coastal environment.
The only health marker suggesting otherwise is a high level of infection, but this is
consistent with a syndrome developed in a
setting of much higher population density
that was introduced to the coast through
immigration rather than as a result of the
local environmental conditions. Unfortunately these findings need a much larger
comparative context in order to draw any
firm conclusions.
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12. A Human Bone Artifact from the Andrews Place Site
J. Lynn Funkhouser

A modified human tibia was recovered
from the shell midden excavation at the
Andrews Place site. It is the only worked
human bone known from the site and the
only spatulate tool created from human
bone to be reported from the Gulf Coast.
It was recovered in 1940 from excavation
Block J, one of 4,644 artifacts (Gardner
and Farrow, this volume). The bone implement is composed of 232 mm of the medial
portion of the tibial midshaft. Macroscopic
analysis of the element did not reveal sex
or age, except that the individual was a
probable adult. The bone does, however,
possess mild periosteal lesions on the anterior surface.
Human Bone Artifacts
Modified post-cranial human bone
in archaeological contexts occupies an
ambiguous position (Chacon and Dye
2007:618; Smith 2015:285). Bioculturally,
modified human elements possesses two
separate narratives of human activity with
the first belonging to the individual and the
second to the tool and its intended purpose
(Brown 2010; Larsen 2015). Mention of
modified human bone is infrequent in the
ethnohistoric record, though this may be
the result of cultural disjuncture at European contact and not directly reflective of
the prevalence, or lack thereof, of the prac-

tice in general (Owsley et al. 2007; Smith
2015:266).
Functionally, human bone makes a
poor choice of medium in tool construction. Bone, generally, is an extraordinary
example of form following musculoskeletal function. Once formed, vertebrate bone
composition is one-third collagen, an organic protein that provides flexibility, and
two-thirds modified hydroxyapatite, an
inorganic calcium salt, that provides structure and strength (Reitz and Wing 1999;
Wolff 1991). Bone also has various trace
elements, located in different areas of the
bone matrix, and includes zinc, strontium,
lead, manganese, and copper. These and
other mineral requirements are necessary
for various biochemical pathways. However, the mineral requirements vary between
species depending on factors including
diet and environment (Pemmer et al 2013).
These variations cause human bone to be
less dense than our fellow mammalians. As
a result, human bone can be more adversely affected by taphonomic processes and at
a faster rate (Turner-Walker 2008). In addition to being less dense than other available bones, there are practical limitations
to the use of human bone as implements,
including resource availability, element
morphology, and mechanical properties
(Fisher 1995).
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The Andrews Place Human Bone
Artifact
Though it is often difficult to determine tool use or intent, the morphology
and disposal of this implement provides
some information about its use and subsequent discard. The human bone artifact
from Andrews Place is an awl-like tool
commonly referred to as a spatula. These
tools possess sharp, level edges and blunt
ends and are commonly attributed to basketry, textile, and hide manufacturing
(Kidder and Barondess 1981:103). Interestingly, this tool type has been recovered
at other shell midden sites along the Gulf
Coast including the Bowie site (16LF17),
the Bayou St. John site (1BA21), and the
Plash Island site (1BA134), although this
is the only reported example of one created
from human bone (Kidder and Barondess
1981; Price 2008, 2009). Surface modifications to the implement are abrasions and
polish. Abrasions around the spatulate end,
defined here as striations on the bone made
visible by differences in texture and color,
were likely produced during the manufacture of the implement. Polish, probably
from handling and use, occurs along the
tool edges. Distinctions between the two
kinds of surface modifications are not particularly well-defined in the wider literature (for a more in-depth discussion see
Fisher 1995:33; Lyman 1994). The poor
quality of human bone as an artifact medium appears to have been a problem for this
tool as well. The use-life of the implement
ended when the left edge fractured and fell
away. Interestingly, this is observable because the fracture exposed bone unprotected by polish to taphonomic processes. The
fracture is opaque in appearance, resembling quartz, and its composition was tested with an x-ray florescence analyzer. The

resulting output suggests that the exposed
bone began to demineralize rapidly, which
resulted in its unique appearance.
Because human remains are usually
treated in special ways in almost all known
cultures, and because the Andrews Place
inhabitants were familiar with bone tool
technology and would have understood the
functional limitations of human bone as a
material for artifacts, it is unlikely that the
human bone spatulate tool was made for a
common utilitarian purpose, as there were
more durable bones available.
Instead, it is far more likely that it was a
ritual-purpose tool (e.g., Cybulski 1978).
Unfortunately, there is no additional contextual evidence for the find that might reveal its specific use.
One other observation about the human bone artifact may be important. Based
on current evidence, the Andrews Place
population had a coastal lifeway that, while
not maize dependent, may have supported
a larger and more sedentary consortium of
peoples than had previous occupied these
areas of the Gulf Coast. The osteological
analysis of the Andrews Place burial sample by Danforth (this volume) identifies a
population living with high levels of infectious disease. Although the sample size
is only nine individuals, all displayed evidence of infection, in the form of periosteal
striations, on one or both tibiae. Three individuals also had skeletal manifestations
of treponemal disease, an illness commonly associated with increases in population
density and sedentism. Treponematosis
begins with inflammation of the soft tissue
that is then transmitted to the bones through
the blood stream (Ortner 2003:274). Typically, those bones with the least overlying
soft tissue, such as the tibia, are the most
severely affected. While the modified tibia
artifact from Andrews Place does not dis-
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play the skeletal manifestations commonly associated with tibial manifestations of
syphilis, the presence of periostitis on an
otherwise healthy bone fits the larger pattern for the site burial sample and suggests
that this individual may have been a member of the Andrews Place community.
Conclusion
The modified human tibia recovered
from Andrews Place is a unique discovery. It is the only modified human bone
tool recovered from the site and the only

incidence of a spatulate tool created from
human bone to be reported from the Gulf
Coast. While there is little available evidence to inform us about the life of the
individual, the presence of a common pathology to the Andrews Place burial samples suggests that he or she was a member
of the local community. Finally, given both
the poor quality of human bone as a construction medium for utilitarian artifacts
and the prevalence of more durable bone,
it is likely that this was a special-purpose
implement, perhaps employed in a ritual
context of use.
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13. Andrews Place in Retrospect
John H. Blitz, Jason A. Gardner, and Grace E. Riehm
Final comments are in order regarding
the Andrews Place site cultural activities,
chronology, and significance. Although
we have a limited amount of new evidence, some of which confirms previous
interpretations, we now have a better understanding of the site’s importance to regional prehistory. Beyond the harvesting
of aquatic foods, what was the nature of
the site occupation? At present we lack the
evidence to determine if people occupied
Andrews Place periodically or seasonally,
or on a more long-term, multi-season basis. Sand strata separating layers of shell
midden were observed in the block profiles, indicating sand deposited over the
site by storm surges. Tropical storms may
have interrupted the occupation sequence,
but people returned repeatedly to the site.
One might point to the low frequency of
human burials relative to the large volume
of excavation as an indicator of short-term
use, but the majority of the dead may have
been interred elsewhere, such as in the
nearby sand mounds. Those buried at the
site were given rather perfunctory interments and were chronically unhealthy, so
perhaps these people occupied a marginal
social status not representative of the larger community.
We have spent considerable effort assessing the chronological and culture-historical context of the site, which is depen-

dent on percentage stratigraphy seriation
of previously defined decorated pottery
types and varieties. Although there is a
small amount of ceramics at the site that
may date to the Middle Woodland Porter
phase, the first substantial occupation was
in the Late Woodland period Tates Hammock phase, the regional Weeden Island
cultural expression, which we did not analyze for this report. Instead, we focused our
efforts on the subsequent ceramic phase
known as Coden, presently estimated to
date A.D. 750-1100. The Coden phase occupation was by a people producing the
indigenous Woodland-period tradition of
plain, cord-marked, and check-stamped
pottery. A second pottery tradition, composed of shell-tempered jars derived from
the non-local Moundville series combined
with a new regional ceramic style known
as Pensacola, represents the initial Mississippian presence in the region. The two
distinct pottery traditions, Woodland and
Mississippian, co-occur in the stratigraphic sequence. We rule out significant mixing
of two separate, sequential occupations as
an explanation for this co-occurrence. The
clear pattern revealed in the stratification
of all excavation blocks analyzed in detail
(B, C, and F; also evident in Wimberly
1960:Table 9 for Block K) is an increase in
the frequency of the Mississippian pottery
relative to the decrease in the frequency
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of the indigenous Woodland types. This is
not the random mix expected of a highly
disturbed deposit; the pottery types seriate with the normal distribution curves of
the popularity principle in stratigraphic
order. Nor is it the pattern expected of an
abrupt population replacement scenario.
Instead, the most likely explanation is that
the peoples occupying Andrews Place relinquished their older pottery tradition in
favor of a new one over a period of time.
What remains unclear is the social dynamic that would create this change. Cultural contact between the Andrews Place
occupants and interior Mississippian populations seems to be implicated, possibly
through exchange relationships. Connections to distance resources and ideas are
indicated by the presence of non-local
greenstone, Fort Payne chert, Glendon
limestone, and Tallahatta sandstone, and
by distinctive artifacts in wide circulation,
such as the edge-decorated sandstone palette and the long-stemmed celt fragments.
Based on what is known about these two
special types of artifacts, they are unlikely
to have been made on site. If not acquired
directly from the raw material sources, the
Andrews Place peoples may have offered
local lightning whelk shell products in exchange for the non-local materials. Worked
lightning whelk shell, important to Mississippian peoples as a source of ornamentation and dippers, was recovered at the site.
So the local gathering of the highly valued
shell may have been one motivation for
site occupation.
But as Fuller and Gardner have
suggested, cultural borrowing through
long-distance exchange is not a satisfactory explanation for the co-occurrence of
Woodland and Mississippian tradition ceramics. The Mississippian pottery is too
voluminous to be imports, and it is im-

probable that Coden potters could master
Mississippian pottery production methods
without direct, sustained contact. The most
parsimonious explanation for the observed
pattern is that potters trained in both traditions occupied the site at the same time for
extended periods (cf. Dumas 2008:176 for
a similar conclusion for the coastal Plash
Island site 1BA134). Marriage alliances to
reinforce exchange relationships between
the indigenous locals and interior Mississippians is one way coastal “Mississippianization” may have begun.
Andrews Place Revised
There are three intersecting factors
that need to be reconciled: the status of
an Andrews Place phase, the time span of
the site occupation, and the relationship (if
any) of the massive Bottle Creek site to the
Mississippianization process detected at
Andrews Place. The Andrews Place phase
is said to be an interval between A.D.
1100-1250, defined entirely by pottery
“characterized by early Moundville types/
varieties such as Moundville Incised, var.
Moundville, in association with minor
numbers of terminal Weeden Island (i.e.,
“Wakulla”) and transitional Coles Creek
pottery. Other markers include Mississippi Plain bowls and peaked loop handles on
jars” (Brown 2003c:227). The Andrews
Place phase is positioned as the Early Mississippian period developmental interval
between the Coden phase and the initial
Pensacola Bottle Creek I phase. It is considered characteristic of the Mississippian
founding population of Bottle Creek (Fuller 2003:28) and the likely progenitor of the
Pensacola archaeological culture. Thirteen
years hence, there are problems with this
definition. We are not the only archaeologists to register skepticism or uncertainty
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about the validity of an Andrews Place
phase (e.g., Dumas 2008:175-176).
Early on, Morgan (2003:767) objected that the Andrews Place phase did
not meet the formal definition of a phase
(i.e., Willey and Phillips 1958), being a
circumstantial association of two or more
ceramic traditions found only at two sites
(Andrews Place and Bottle Creek), a rather
formalistic argument, but one with a valid
point. The Andrews Place phase definition
requires Moundville Incised varieties in
association with Wakulla Check Stamped
and minor amounts of late Coles Creek
ceramics. The problem here is that site
components dominated by Wakulla Check
Stamped have a decidedly coastal distribution in Alabama (although it should be noted that sand-tempered check stamped pottery is present in central Alabama). Even a
cursory examination of the published Bottle Creek ceramic counts reveals only trace
amounts of Wakulla Creek Stamped in the
stratigraphic sequence (Fuller 2003:Tables
2.2, 2.4). If there is no substantial Wakulla in association with Moundville Incised,
then by definition, there is no Andrews
Place phase component there. If there is an
Andrews Place phase component at Bottle
Creek, as the excavators claim, it is not evident in the published literature.
Without radiocarbon dates, the date
range of the Mississippian presence at Andrews Place is imprecise. However, there
are good reasons to suspect that a beginning date of A.D. 1100 is too early. If the
Andrews Place Moundville series ceramics
have a historic lineage back to Moundville,
the time span is closer to A.D. 1120-1250,
the revised dating range of the Moundville
I phase (Steponaitis and Scarry 2016:13).
A beginning date of A.D. 1120 is probably
still too early, since a critical diagnostic of
early Moundville I is the folded-flattened

rim, which, as Gardner has pointed out,
is absent at Andrews Place. Furthermore,
edge-decorated palettes of the Moundville style, for which the Andrews Place
fragment is a good match, were probably
not made until A.D. 1200 (Steponaitis
2016:127). The Wrapped Pipe type is currently dated no earlier than A.D. 1200 and
is found further east in Georgia during the
interval of initial Mississippian contact
and intrusion (Blanton 2015:177). The
long-stemmed spatulate celt could date
anywhere between A.D. 1100 and 1300 in
the lower Southeast, based on examples
from the lower Chattahoochee River valley
(Blitz and Lorenz 2006:51; Schnell et al.
1981:38-39). An approximate beginning
date of A.D. 1200 would bring the Andrews Place Mississippian occupation into
closer alignment with the late Moundville I
phase, the time of Moundville’s establishment as a major center and with the published radiocarbon dates for the initiation
of the Bottle Creek I phase at the Bottle
Creek site. This is a better chronological
position for the Andrews Place Mississippian pottery assemblage, for several additional reasons.
First, over the last 15 years, the available late prehistoric radiocarbon dates for
the Alabama and Mississippi coasts have
moved the entire sequence forward in time
by one or two centuries (Downs and Blitz
2015:51-54; Dumas 2008:166, 174), so it
is not unlikely that the Coden phase continues to A.D. 1200. Second, Moundville Incised varieties Moundville, Carrollton, and
Snows Bend, are present in Bottle Creek I,
and cannot be used as an exclusive diagnostic of an earlier Andrews Place phase.
Third, we do not have to evoke a site-unit
intrusion of Moundvillians to explain the
Moundville series pottery on the coast if
the Andrews Place phase dates to ca. A.D.
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1200. Bottle Creek, astride the major transportation route to the Tombigbee-Black
Warrior-Alabama rivers, would be the major cultural conduit for the flow of people,
products, and ideas between interior and
coast (Blitz and Mann 2000:105; Brown
2003b:211-212). Bottle Creek and environs is the population of incipient Mississippians closest to the Coden phase sites,
and models of seasonal movement between the Mobile Delta and coast are well
developed, if insufficiently tested (Knight
1984). Fourth, the Mississippian Pensacola
component at the Andrews Place site has
all the requisite type-varieties of the Bottle Creek I phase. We conclude that, rather
than an Andrews Place phase, the Andrews
Place site consists of a Bottle Creek I phase

component in association with a terminal
Coden phase component, a good regional
example of the cultural exchange, pluralism, and transformation known as Mississippianization.
Andrews Place Revisited
Gardner returned to Andrews Place in
2004. The site was relatively intact and had
changed little since the days of the WPA
excavations (Stowe et al. 2005). The mosquito control trench noted on the site map
was still evident. The magnificent live oak
tree, which the landowner had protected
from disturbance in 1939 (Figures 9, 10),
still stood on a high remnant of midden.
The tree fell to Hurricane Katrina in 2005.
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